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University of Zululand

Abstract

COMMUNICATING BY ORDERING ELECTRONS

The development ofElectronic Communication as part ofa secondary

school Communication Science curriculum in the Language, Liter

acy :m.d Communication learning area

By

By Hemduth Rugbeer

In this thesis I focus on the introduction of Electronic Communication as part of an envisaged

Communication Science curriculum in the Language, Literacy and Communication Learning

area of the Further Education:m.d Training band. In the course ofmy thesis I will show that the

requisite elements ofverbal and written communication are dispersed throughout the Language,

Literacy and Communication learning area in the General Education and Training band, and

thar they can be utilised as basis for formally introducing Communication Science, as a subject

in the Language, Literacy and Communication learning area in the Further Education and Train

ing band. I also show that electronic communication will form a crucial area of study in such a

Communication Science curriculwn. I argue that due to the diversity 0 f cultures in South Africa,

cross--eultural communication is required in such a curriculum I also argue that by the very na-
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ture of Outcomes-Based Education it is necessary to have a subject into our school curriculum

that will fonn an interface with conceptual learning and experiential lC2IDing, that 'will contextu

aIise language study ,,~thin the more comprehensive scope of furms ofhulllilIl communication,

and that will fonn an interfuce between the humanities and science to prevent the humanities

from becoming soft options in Further Education and Training band learning programmes. To

this effect I fuens on the crucial role of Constroctivism as integrating theory to account fur vari

ous approaches to motivational learning, the primary fonn of learning required in Outcomes

Based Education.

I examine the principles of curriculum construction in OBE and its associated culture ofleam

ing agWost the backdrop of the theory of Situated Cognition. lbis presents a platfonn to argue

the case for Electronic Communication as part of Communication Science in the Further Edu

cation and Training band curricula in South African schools.
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WRITING CONVENTIONS

I wish to draw the attention 0 f the reader to the following conventions that I am following in

this study:

o I am using the abbreviated Harvaro style of referencing, fur example WeIIman 1992:

108, meaningWellman 1992, page 108.

o When reporting current events from the print media I provide the name of the publica

tion, followed by the date of publication in brackets as in (Highway Mail, 15 September

2000)

o I have made a conscious effurt to limit the use of fuomotes as far as possible in order to

facilitate the uninterrupted reading of the dissertation.

o Illustrative graphics and tables are all given as Figures 1 - 2.

o The term "Electronic Communication" is used to refer to both analogue and digital

communication.
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Chapter 1

Preview

In this study I fucus on the development of Electronic Communication as part of a secondary

school Communication Science curriarlum in the Language, Literacy and Comrmmication

Learning area of the Further Education and Training band. In the present chapter I will provide

a briefoutline of the structure of this thesis.

Overview of thesis

In chapter 2, I state the problems that will be investigated and I motivate why it is important to

fOOlS on Communication Science in an Outcomes-Based Education (OBE) environment.

In chapter 3, I will define and discuss the key concepts used in this study. I will, for instance fo-

cus on concepts that will fuster understanding of Electronic Communication and Outcomes-

Based Education (OBE) since these are relatively new areas of study in South Africa.

In chapter 4, I trace the development ofElectronic Communication and its impact on society. I

forns on current issues such as interactititJ and trJnvergence ofnew communication technologies.

In chapter 5, I present an argument for including Electronic Communication in the Further

Education and Training band ofa Communication Science curriculum. I examine issues such as

the diminishing demand fur the study of grammar and litera01re among learners and breaking

cultural, geographical and time barriers with Electronic Communication. I included a case study

to show the real impact ofElectronic Communication on how we live and work in order to jus

tify that Electronic Communication has to be taught and learnt in our schools.

In chapter 6, I examine the state of Eleew>nic Communication in South African schools. Issues

such as the rural-urban divide in South African education and efforts to globalise South Africa

11



"re examined. Key issues such as the role of Government Communication Information System

(GSIS) in reaching rurnl communities are examined. Initiatives taken by the Ugandan and Indian

governments to globalise their countries are discussed I will also focus on the role ofTelkom in

promoting digital communication. I will undertake a case study to examine the posS1bility ofwir

ing even the most remote areas of South Africa.

In chapter 7, I examine the role ofCommunication in Outcomes-Based Education.

In chapter 8, I examine the benefits ofCommunication Science to subjects in other learning ar

eas. Here I give expression to the educators' role in knowledge construction, the social benefits

ofElectronic Communication and recogoisingand sharing of information. Finally, I will discuss

communication and collaboration in education.

In chapter 9, I will propose" curriculum that could be used for teaching Electronic Communi

cation in the Further Education and Training band ofthe school curriculum.

In chapter 10, I will present the conclusions of my research and make recommendations with

regard to the development of Electronic Communication as part of" secondary school Com-

munication Science curriculum in the Further Education and Training band.

Conclusion

I this chapter I provided an overview ofwhat this thesis entails. In the next chapter I state the

problems with regard to place of Electronic Communication in the Communication Science

curriculum. of the Further Education 2nd Training band and elucidate the research procedure

required to solve it.

12



Chapt,r 2

STA'IR'dENT OF PROBLEMS AND RESEARCH PROCEDURE

Preview

In this chapter I will state which problems there ""e with regard to Electrornc Communication

in an envisaged Communication Science curriculum in Outcomes-Based Education in senior

phase classrooms. Thereafter I will state the aims of my res=ch, and I will indicate what re

search methodology I used to find solutions to these problems in order to meet the aims of my

res=ch.

Statement ofproblems to be analysed

This thesis presents the curriculum contents for Electronic Communication in an envisaged

Communication Science curriculum to be introduced as part of the Outcomes-Based Educa

tion (OBE) renewal of the Language, literacy and Communication (LLC) l=ning ""ea in the

Further Education and Training band (FE]) band of school subjects.

As part of educational renewal in South Africa one of the learning areas, Language, literacy

and Communication, entails of shift from passive learning about language and literature to the

mastery of a series of dynamic communication skills. The shift towards dynamic communica

tion skills requires the introduction of Communication Science as an independent subject

within the Language, Literacy Communications l=ning area.

Problem 1: Broad implications for language Ieaming due to the switch from traditional

education to OBE

Traditional approaches to language teaching entailed the study of the literatures and the gram

matical rules of such languages. The in;~uctionof OBE entails a fundamental switch from

13



active teaching and passive learning to an interactive, cooperative process of learning where

both educators and learners need to be in cornrrumd ofa range of communication skills. In this

thesis I will present the results ofresearch on cornmWlication and cognitive skills that educators

and learners need to trulSter in order for OBE to succeed as a programme of cooperative leam-

ing in the senior phase of school curricula.

Problem 2: The place ofCommunication Science' in the Language, literacy,

Communication learning area in the Further Education and Training band

With the shift away from passive knowledge about lwguages to an active communicative com-

petence in particular languages as well as in other subjects I will present the results of research

on what the interreIati.onship should be between language studies, literacy studies and Commu-

nieation Science in the senior phase of school curricula.

Problem 3: Possible strategic alliances between Electronic Communication and other

learning areas

OBE requires that learning areas function in conjunction with each other. There exist problems

in ensuring cooperation between the eight learning areas in OBE. I ",'ill explore possible alli-

ances between Communication Science and other learning areas in order to illustrate how

CornmWlieation Science can be used bridge all learning areas.

Problem 4: The potential roles ofcomputer-mediated learning programmes in South

African Outcomes-Based Educatilon have not yet been realized

The digital electronic revolution of the late 20'" Century has resulted in the emergence of the

Internet as the main medium for the development ofvirtual knowledge-based commWlities that

transcend the limitations of time and space to furm the "g1ob:l1 vi1hlge." In this thesis I will pre-

1 The term "Communication Science'" is used as collective reference to the study of all knowledge systrms that relate to the
communication ps:oc~ -including thee.e that rel~ to Media Studies and particularly aspects of Information Technology
that relate to digital electronic cornrnunication
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sent the results of research on these emerging trends of the "global village" should be accom-

modared as part of Communication Science curricula in the FEr band in order to integrate

South Mrican education specifically and South African society in general in international affairs.

An important aspect of this problem is ways of using the Intemet for information retrieval, re-

search and knowledge dissemination.

Research within Communication Science reveals that Electronic Communication can play a

number of important roles in Education. Online learning progratnmes can be used to reach rn-

raJ settlements in South Africa. Vutuallaboratories can be used to overcome problems of set-

ting laboratories in previously disadvantaged communities. Infurmation can never be out of

reach for all South African.

Problem 5: The role ofElectronic Communication in secondary school Communication

Science curricula as part of a Communication Science curriculum

Research within Communication Science reveals that Electronic Communication can play a

number of important roles in Education as part of a Communication Science curriculum. E1ec-

tronic Communication has changed the w'J:j in which humans communicate and work. E1ec-

tronic Communication has impacted on learning styles in general and since there are changes in

the job environment, there should be changes to the manner and the content that we teach.

In this thesis I will present the results of research on what the roles should be ofelectronic COffi-

munication as part ofCommunication Science in the senior phase ofschool curricula.

Aims

The five aims of this thesis are Ca) to work out the broad implications of electronic communica-

tion fur OBE, (b) to determine the place ofelectronic communication in the Language, Literacy,

Communication learning area in Communication Information Science, (c) to determine the rela-..
tionship between electronic communication and subjects in other learning areas, (d) to indicate
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how the extremely fast trends of technological convergence and the emergence ofnew forms of

electronic communication can be accommodated in Communication Science curricula, and (e)

how the Internet can be used to teach learners the principles of knowledge retrieval, research

and knowledge generation.

Research procedures

This thesis is ofan analytic-descriptive nature, which entails the following:

o The role ofcommunication in OBE will be explained

o The narure ofElectronic Communication within the OBE framework will be explained;

o The naIDre of Communication Science (CS) will be outlined, and it will be motivated

why CS forms a proper framework for an integrative approach to learning;

o Innovations, convergences and emerging trends in electronic communication will sur

veyed to ensure that current aspects of electronic communication are included in the

proposed FEr Communication Science currirula;

o Case srudies will be made of how rural isolation was overcome with regard to Internet

access in South Africa, elsewhere in Africa and abroad, to ensure that the introduction

of electronic corrunurucation as part of Communication Science curricula does not con

tribute to the entrenchment of the digital divide between rural and urban schools in

South Africa;

o Proposals will be made about use of Electronic Communication in the senior phase of

OBE, by using specific communication strategies as part of teaching and learningwithin

the general framework ofCommunication Science.

16



Value ofresearch

The res=h will contribute to an overall plan that is being worked out by a team of students

for the introduction of Communication Information Science. Besides furmalising the curricula

for this subject the dissertation will contribute to the overall aim of Outcomes-Based Education

that learning should be open-ended and multi-<lisciplinary and should harness new technologies

to increase the effectiveness ofeducation.

Conclusion

I this chapter I identified five problems that relate to bringing coherence to learning areas in the

senior phase of schools because of the absence of Communication Science in the school cur

rieulum in Outcomes-Based Education. I outlined the nature and stated the v:Uue of my re

search with reg;u:d to giving expression to the communicative principles underlying OBE and

specifically the benefits of Electronic Communication in the Further Educanon and Training

band ofthe school cutricula

I furmulated five aims based on the identified problems and stated research procedures that

would be used to resolve the said problems.
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Chapter 3

KEy CONCEPTS

Preview

In this chapter I will define the key concepts relating to my research regarding electronic com-

munication in a proposed Communication Science curriculum for the Further Education &

Training (PET) band of Curriculum 2005. The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the main

concepts that I will be working with, and which I will analyse in greater detail in subsequent

chapters.

ISDN

According to Becker 2002: htt;p:/Iwww.ralphb.net/ISDN/defs.html ISDN, which stands for

Integrated Services Digital Network, is a system of digital phone connections, which has been

available for over a decade. This system allows data to be transmitted simultaneously across the

world using end-to-=d digital connectivity.

ISDN cards are like modems, but 5 times faster. They require special telephone lines, which cost

a little (or a lot, depending on the phone company) more than normal phone lines.

E-leaming

According to Brad Grimes 2002: htt;p:llwww.cisco.com/global/ZA/solutions

lent/bussolutions/elhome.shtmL if wireless communication is still in its infancy, wireless e-

learning is in an embryonic stlge. Delivery of e-learning content to wireless handheld devices

such as Internet-enabled cellular phones, personal digital assistants, and even mobile computers

is ready to take corporations by storm The principal advantage of using a wireless device for e-..
learning is sheer convenience. With more and more workers on the go, access to a centtally 10-
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cated knowledgebase is essential, and a wireless device makes such access possible virtually any-

where. Also, a wireless device can increase productivity by allowing employees to engage in

learning at any time ofthe day or night

Wireless e-learning makes perfect sense for the many taxi, bus and train commuters. These peo-

pIe can take assessment tests or perform exercises using handheld devices and then complete

fully assembled courses when they reach their workbenches.

Benefits of e-Leaming

o Employees can tap into a knowledgebase from ll1most anywhere.

This results in increased productivity since information can be accessed from the most

remote areas. Workers or learners can engage in e-learning at any time-while commut-

ing, travelling, or waiting in line.

o Field learning can become a great success. Employees can learn on the job, wherever

and whenever the information is most useful.

o As soon as they learn something new, learners can add to the knowledgebase right from

the field

According to Frankola 2001:14, people attending a lecture remember only 5% of what they

heard. E-leaming can do much better through stimulations, probing discussions and practising

skills.

The e-Ieaming industry is moving towards a future in which the most important product is not a

course, but learning objects (small chunks of insttuction that take about 15 to 20 minutes of

study. They are easy to revise and update so learning becomes much more topicll1 and relevant.

Instructors can mix and match learning objects to create a course. E-leamers can create their

own courses by deciding which learning objects they need for learning a particular skill. As
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learners take responsibility their learning, the ttaditioruU concept of the prescribed course should

become less relevant, and with it, the drop out rate will also diminish. Engaging and satisfYing

the e-learner will continue to be crucial.

Artificial intelligence

Artificial intelligence refers to the possibility of programming computers to make decisions on

the basis rejecting errors or fault finding. Whilst computers can perform operations fa"ter than 2

trillion operations per second (fury Kurzweil 2000: 54), they do not have sufficient conditioning

for creating human-level intelligence. A computer that seems to be thinking and acting like a

human would not be thinking but will simulate the process of thinking. Wtlliams 1992: 389 de

scribes artificial intelligence as computer programs that perfurm functions, often by imitation,

usually associated 'I\~th human reasoning and learning.

Bandwidth

Bandwidth is simply the size of the mediwn, which carries a message. It is terminology that is

usually used in electronic communication. It refers to cabling or other such infrastructure that is

used to transmit electrical impulses. As digital commu-'1ication leans towards multimedia com

munication service providers will have to looks for ways in which to increase bandwidth. Cur

rently, Telkom has used software to increase ban®llith. This means that the physical size ofthe

medium did not increase but programmes were used to send more information through the

same cabling.

Wtlliams 1992: 389 states that the bandwidth is the width ofan electronic transmission path or

circuit in terms of the range or frequencies it can pass; a measure of the volume of communica-

tion traffic the channel can carry. A voice channel typically has a bandwidth of 4000 cycles per

second per second; a 1V channel requires about 6.5 million cycles per second...
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Digital convergence

According to Mersham & Skinner 1999:213, digitill convergence occurs "ben different kinds of

media, codes and messages are encoded in one common digital fonn. Digital convergence has

gained momentum in the recent past and is expected greater heights in the near future. All

forms ofcommunicating devices are being merged fur greater utility. A common example is the

cellular telephone, which can be used to send or receive voice mail, fuxes, emaiJ and surf the

Internet It can also be used as a remote control unit to access other devices!

Encoding

According to Mersham & Skinner 1999:214, encoding is the process of transfonning message

ideas into observable sensory signs.

Extranet

According to Mersham & Skinner 1999:214, extranet is an electronic network that allows exclu

sive electronic communication between the organisation and its customers and suppliers.

Electronic mail (e-mail)

This includes the delivery ofcorrespondence, including graphics by electronic means, usually the

interconnection of computers, word processors and/or hcsimile equipment. E-mail is an ex

tremely £tst method of sending messages via computers or other wireless application protocols

any where in the world. Messages sent in this way can reach its destination within minutes. This

process ofdelivery is very economical to use.

Electronic publishing

Electronic publishing deals with the distribution ofprint or graphics to the consumer electroni

cally rather than on paper.
-..
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Virtual communities

Electronic virtual communities represent flexible, lively and practical adaptations to the real cir

cumstances that confront persons seeking community. They are part of a range of innovative

solutions to the drive for sociality - a drive that can be frequently thwarted by the geographical

and cultural realities of cities increasingly stnletured according to the needs of powerful eco

nomic interests rather rl= in ways that encourage and fuciJitate habitation and social interaction

in the urban context. Virtual communities are complex and ingenious strategies for survival.

Fibre optics

Fibre optics is glass strands that allow for the transmission of modulated light waves for Com

munication. According to Fairhurst 2001: htt;p: IIwww.eq::.a1Jdn.ac.uk/users/gon;y/ course

Iphv-pag.es/fibre.htm!, fibre optic calJles propagate a signal as a pulse of light along a transpar

entmedium.

A fibre optic ca!Jle is made from a glass or plastic core that carries light surrounded by glass

cladding that (due to its lower refracrive index) reflects "escaping" light back into the core, re

sulting in the light being guided mong the fibre. The outside of the fibre is protected by cladding

and may be further protected by additional layers of treated paper, poly vinyl coating or metal

This is requtted to protect the fibre from mechanical defurmation and the ingress ofwater.

Fibre optic ca!Jles are increasingly replacing copper conductors as networking conductors be

cause of their unique properties:

o Lower signal loss per unit distance (resulting in longer distances between repeaters)

o Higher Capacity (allowing operation at higher data rates)

o Smaller physical size (allowing mor.e fibres in a duct or trunk)
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o Immune to interference

o Provides electrical isolation between local and remote nodes

Fibre optic cables are also used to span larger distances, provide potential upgrade to higher data

rates or to provide electrical isolillion (e.g. when a cable must be laid between two buildings).

Hardware

According to WtlIiarns 1992: 392 hardware is the electricm and mechanicm equipment used in

telecommunications and computer systems.

Hypertext mark-up language (HTML)

HfML codes tell an Internet browser (such as Netscape Navigator or Jl..ficrosoft R"Plorer) how

to display a web document, but each browser will interpret the HTML commands in different

ways and will therefore display the document in slightly different formats.

Information society

Williarns 1992: 389 states that information society generally refers to our modem society in

which knowledge; education, research, and uses of computers and telecommunications are a

basis for economic growth.

Internet

The Internet is an international 'network of networks'. It allows rniIlions of computers and

other electronic devices of all kinds (ceIJ..phones, portable computers, pages and video cameras)

to communicate with each other via telephone lines and satellites around the world in an eco

nomical, easy to use way. The Internet is a single medium communication that can transmit and

receive all existing media furms betWeen one organisation and another, or between one individ-
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md and another, regardless of their geognJphicallocarion. The Internet is sometimes referred to

as the "Net".

The information age

According to Encarta 1998: compact disc, Scientists agree that we are in the midst of a new

stage in the development 0 f communication: the information age, also called the computer age.

There is no clear-cut distinction between the age of mass media and the information age - the

information age is the inevitable outcome of the new technologies of the second half of the

twentieth century. The significance of the information age is that it has created 'infonnation so

cieties', societies that depend on their economic survival on immediate access to large amounts

of information on a global scale.

Information technology

Computer technologies designed to fucilitate the production and distribution across time and

distance. These technologies include word-processing and e-mail programs, synchronous and

asynchronous networks, World Wide Web publishing tools and browsers. Serving to connect

people and information, it can be used to promote interactions and provide the technological

structure for people to share information and ideas.

Medium

A medium is anything that is capable of storing or transmitting symbols, for example, the air (as

in speech), paper, a telegnq>h wire, or the broadcast wave, often used generally to denote a type

ofcommunication, for example, print

Multi-user dimension object orientated environment (MOO)

Multi-user dimmrion object orientated ent;ronment is an interactive, synchronous virtual environment

that allows users to move around virtual '~oomslspaces and converse with other users who are
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virtual users of that room Unlike multi-user dimensions, which were games that dictate partici

pants' paths and usages, MOOs are constandy changing arenas that allow users to create their

own virtual spaces and to decide what will happen in those spaces. MOOs allow users to be

creators ofthe environment, not simply participants in it.

Network

Wtlliams 1992: 394 states that technically, network refers to the organisation of a communica

tion system, such as the linking of the computers in an organisation; in-group communication,

individuals ,,>ho regularly share information; in broadcasting. a group or system of stations.

OnIine

The process ofbeing connected to a network of computers for the purpose of electronic com

munication is referred to as being online.

Robotics

According to Willianls 1992: 396 robotics is the use of electronic control techniques, as pro

gr:unmed on microprocessors, to operate mechanical sensing and guidance mechanisms in

manufacturing and assembly process.

Satellite

Wtlliams 1992: 396 defines a satellite in communications as a radio or television receiving and

transmitting device orbiting the earth and capable ofbroadcasring signals over a wide area.

Software

Software is progranl instructions that direct a computeis operations. More generally, in com

munication, any program or content material for a communications system, for example, mate

rials in an instructional technology centre."
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Telecommunications

Wtlliams 1992: 397 defines tdecommunications as the circulation ofmessages over a wired, op

tical, or broadcast system

Teleconference

According WtlIiams 1992: 397 a teleconference is the visual sound, or te.'<t interconnection that

allows individU21s in two or more locations to see and taI1< to one another in a long distance ar

rangement.

World Wide Web (WWW)

The World Wide Web (olso referred to as the Web) has emerged as the most popular way of

using the Internet. It is a communication system, which connects individual web pages and

maps out the pathways for browsers so that they can find the information they need. Informa

tion is located on various computers and servers around the world.

The psychology oflearning and communicating

Learning is a form ofcognition. I will focus on the relationship between cognition and learning.

According to WtlIiams 1992: 22 communication is the fundamental basis for human relations,

and for this reason we cannot not communicate. Knowledge of how learners learn will make an

important positive impact to the currirulum.

Communication

WtlIiams 1992: 21-22 states that communication involves the exchange of meaningful symbols

(massages) among sources and receivers via a medium. Most of our communication is transac

tional, that is, it can be seen as a dynamic process by which we exchange messages to satisty our

needs. Mayer 1999:97 explains that to communicate is more than to send and to receive, since

two tape recorders do not really communiCate when they play or record music. Communicators
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need to do something nontrivilli with the information they send and receive. \Ve are entering a

technological age in which we will be able to interact with the richness of living information; not

merely in the passive way that we have become accustomed to using books and libraries, but as

active participants in an ongoing process, bringing something to it through our interaction with

it, and not simply receiving something from itby our connection to it.

A model ofthe bi-directional communication process

Figure I: Communication as a Two-way Process

According to Wtlliams 1992: 13 communication can be interactive and transactionaL Figure 1

much more adequately fits situations where individuals are simultaneously playing the role of

sender and receiver. The most effective interpersonal conversations are highly transactional.

That is, both individuals participate equally in the exchange. The transactional quality of com-

munication also extends to situations that do not necessarily involve two or more individuals,

for example, a reader of a newspaper can write a letter to the editor, a viewer can call a TV sta-

tion to complain about a program, or a listener can participate by telephone in a call-in radio

show.

Communication Science

Communication Science is the systematic study of all forms of human communication. Accoro-

•
ing to Mersham & Skinner 1999:2, "to communicate," means:

o To e.xchange thoughts, feelings and information
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o To make known

o To make common

o To present something that somebody else understands.

There are basically five l:Jpes of communication. These include

o Small-group communication

o Public cof111l1llnication

o Organisational communication

o Nfasscommunication

o Electronic communication

The prototypical form of communication is small group communication where small groups of

individuals in close proximity interacted with one another verbally or nonverbally. Verbal com

munication includes speech sounds and artirulation. Nonverbal communication relate to kine

sics aspect ofcommunication such as facial expression and gestures.

According to Mersham & Skinner 1999: 131 public communication refers to a situation where a

communicator, such as a public speaker, entertainer or lecturer, does most of the talking, while

several dozen to several hundreds or thousands ofpeople do most of the listening

Mersham & Skinner 1999: 148 states that organisational communication is usually described in

levels, hierarchies and communication networks in the organisation. In most organisations

members are arranged in some form of hierarchical structure. Levels of communication include
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intrapersonal communication, interpersonal communication, small group communication and

communication in the whole organisational.

Mass communication, according to ]\Iersham & Skinner 1999:166, is defined as a process ofde

livering information, ideas and attitudes to a sizeable and diversified audience through a me

dium. The mass media may be defined as the technologies and social institutions (such as news

papers, radio, and television) that are involved in the production and distribution ofmessages to

large audiences.

Electronic Communication refers to any fonn of communication that uses an electronic me

dium to conveyor transmit the message.

Emotion

Guinness 1990: 84 states that emotions such as fear, love, hate, anger, elation, greed, lust, envy

and shame have not one cause but several, beginning with the internal or external event that

provokes them. Each conscious emotion is the result of a welter of signals travelling back and

forth on nerve and brain pathways. The limbic system is the control centre for all this activity.

Ths is made up of several interconnected structures that lie near the brain's core. In this strate

gic spot, where visceral feelings, cognition and memory meet, the limbic system helps to shape

the basic motivations and emotions of our lives.

Knowledge

According to Sternberg 1998: 42, Kant identified two types ofknowledge:

o Posteri01i knowledge - this refers to empirically acquired experiential knowledge.

Most of us learn after a few poor grades, for example, that last-minute cram

ming for exams is not the most effective way to study
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o Priori knoniedge - this refers to knowledge that exists regardless ofwhether or not

an individual becomes aware of it through experience. A key example is our

knowledge of time. We know a priori to link together our fleeting sensations

over time into a seemingly continuous stream ofexperience.

Understmding evolves through both nature (mnate concepts) and nurture (kno,,1edge gained

through experience).

Conclusion

I this chapter I provided a list of concepts that will clarifY my discussions md arguments that I

present in the various chapters. I discussed key elements of the communication process in elec

tronic communication in an envisaged Communication Science curriculum for the Further Edu

cation md Training (FE1) band of Curriculum 2005. I briefly discussed the revised national cur

riculum statement and the role of OBE in the classroom In later chapters, I will illustrate how

each of these concepts forms m essential part ofa Communication Science curriculum

In the next chapter I begin a discussion on Electronic Communication and its impact on soci

ety.
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Chapter 4

ELECTRONIC CO},IMUNICATIO'l

Preview

In this chapter I will provide an overview of electronic communication from an anilogue stage

to the current digital fonn of communication. I ",ill explain how current fonns of electronic

Communications have not only changed the way we communicate but ilso facilitJted changes in

the way we work and live.

The dawn ofmass communication

The development ofprint technology in the 15'" century

In the mid-15th century, things began to change with the advent of the ptinting press. In 1452,

Gutenberg conceived of the idea for movable type. In his workshop, he brought together the

technologies of paper, oil-based ink and the winepress to print books. The prinring press is not

a single invention. It is the aggregation in one place, of technologies known for centuries before

Gutenberg.

According to Brne 1997: ht:!;p:/Icommunication.ucsd.edu/bjones/Books/printech.html, there

is speculation that Gutenberg received credit for an invention that may have been developed

simultaneously in Holland and in Prague. The other inventions brought together by Gutenberg

in his pursuit ofa printing press were:

o The adaptation for printing, of the wine or olive oil, screw-type press that had been in

use for hundreds of years, throughout Europe and Asia.
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o The adaptation of block-print technology - known in Europe since the return ofMarco

Polo from Asia at the-end of the 13th century.

o The development of mass production papermaking techniques. Paper was brought from

China to Italy in the 12th C. but was thought too flimsy for books.

o The development of oil-based inks. These had been arourtd since the 10th century, but

smeared on the vellum used to make books. The religious manuscripts used an egg

based tempura. This was unsuitable for printingwith type.

Gutenberg's contribution to prinring was the development of a punch and mould system, which

allowed the mass production of the movable type used to reproduce a page of text These letters

would be put together in a type tray, which was then used to print a page of te."t. If a letter

broke down, it could be replaced When the prinring of the copies of one page was ftnished, the

type could be reused for the next page or the next book.

These technological improvements stretch across ftve centuries. They do not cluster around

Gutenberg's time.

But the advent of the prinring press did not bring about a great shift in the social organization

ofleaming in Europe. The ftrst books to show up in print shops were bibles and religious tracts.

The next books to attract publishers were the "humanist" texts brought back from Byzantium

by the Crusades, and other texts of antiquity but there was litrle or no printing ofnew ideas.

Many people went into the printingbusiness and went right back out again. The reason was that

the distribution ofbooks was poorly organised The market was there, and the potential for fill

ing the demand, but the transport and control and "advertising" mechanisms were not in place.
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In addition, there was still a low literacy rate in Europe. Most people did not know how to read

at all. But non-Iiterates were still affected by the book trade because books affected the elite,

who controlled society. And people who could not read still had access to book culture because

there were travelling raconteurs who stood in the market and read from books as a means of

making a living as entertainers.

The situation was improved by the introduction of the Frankfurt Book Faire. Cities in Europe

held yearly fairs, featuring whatever kinds of things the city and surrounding area \vas good at

producing. (The county fair of today is the descendant of these early commerce fairs).

Frankfurt was an early centre for printing and so it sponsored a book fair, which drew publish-

ers, booksellers, collectors, and scholars, who could find what they needed fur their livelihoods.

TIlls helped co-ordinate supply and demand. The fair also produced a catalogue ofall the works

shown at the fair - an early Books in Print None of this is to say that new book printing posed

much of a challenge to the power and prestige of the church. Early print books were conserva-

tive in content, and were filled with medieval images and ideas.

Electricity and teIegraphic communication in the 19'" centmy

Steinberg 1999: 176 states that scientific discoveries and technological inventions during the

nineteenth century (such as electricity and the telegraph), laid the foundations that would even-

tuaUy lead to mass electronic media.

The discovery of the fax trul.ch1ne preceded that of the telephone. The full name of the fax ma-

chine is the "telefacsimile" machine. A facsimile is "an exact copy". A fax machine reads an im-

age from paper, then sends the image over a telephone line, where another fax machine receives

it and prints out a copy. The full name of the fax machine is the "telefacsimile" machine. A fac-

simile is "an exact copy". A fax machine reads an image from paper, then sends the image over a

telephone line, where another fax machine receives it and prints out a copy.
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_Although the transmission of images using telephone lines did not become common practice

until the late 1980's, the basic technology for doing so dates back to the nineteenth century. In

1843 in England, Alexander Ball (1818-1903) invented an early fa:< machine. His invention had

two pens that were connected to two pendulums. The pendulums were joined to a wire, which

could reproduce wtiting on an electrically conductive surface.

In 1862, the Italian physicist Giovanni Caselli built a machine he called a "pan telegruph" (the

word is a combination of "pantograph", a tool that copies drawing, and "telegraph", a ma

chine that sends messages over a wire.) His machine was based on Bain's invention, but also

included a "synchronising apparatus" to help two machines work together. His pan telegraph

was used by the French Post & Telegr"Ph agency between Paris and Marseilles from 1856 to

1870.

In 1934, the Associated Press news agency introduced the first system for transmitting "wire

photos," so news reporters could send photogr"J'hs from place to place. Thirty years later, in

1964, the Xerox Corporation introduced Long Distance Xerogr"J'hy (LDX).

For many years, facsimile machines were big, expensive and difficult to operate. In 1966 Xerox

introduced the Magnafa:< Telecopier, a smaller, lighter facsimile machine that was easier to use

and could be connected to any telephone line.

Using this machine, a letter-sized document took about six minutes to transmit. The process

was slow, but was a major technological step forward. In the late 1970s, Japanese companies

entered the market., and soon a new generation of faster, smaller and more efficient fax ma

chines became available.

Towards the end of the nineteenth century people were able to send telegrams and cables, and

talk to each other on the telephone. It is ithportant to note that the advent of electricity created
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the 'wired world' and, for the first time in history, it became possible to separate communication

and transportation. Until then, the medium, which carried the information, had to be physically

transported from one place to another.

Books and newspapers had to be physically transported from place to place in much the same

way as clay tablets in ancient times. Information travelled only as fast as the messenger who car

ried it. With the invention of the telegrnph and the telephone, information could be transmitted

rather than transported. Communication over vast distances was no longer dependent on the

available means oftransportation. The effects of this 'revolution' are still in evidence today. The

£Ix machine, for example, can transmit a letter speedily ,,~thout the need for mail delivery. Ac

cording to Heyer and Crowley 1994: 116, it is also important to note that, while the telegraph

facilitated the sending of information that could be collected at a distance for later use, the tele

phone was an immediately interactive medium. In other words, there was no longer a time delay

between the transmission of information and its reception by the person to whom it was ad

dressed.

The invention of radio at the end of the 19'" century

Steinberg 1999: 177 states that towards the close ofthe nineteenth century Marconi invented the

first 'wireless telegraph' which permitted sigrutls to be transmitted \\~thout the use of electric

wires. Technological inventions and public interest in the possibilities of using radio for com

mercial purposes fullowed, and by 1912 the first licensed radio station transmitting news and

music was operating in California. After the end of the First Wodd War the idea ofusing radio

to broadcast messages to large audiences emerged, and by 1928 a number of commercial net

works were operating across the United States ofAmerica.

The British Broadcasting Corporation ,vas established in 1922 and similar developments took

place in other industrialised countries. By (he 19305 radio achieved a central position as a mass
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medium providing news and entertainment to an increasing number of audiences. During the

Second World War radio was the primary means for keeping people informed on the progress

of the war.

The invention of film in the latter haH ofthe 19'" centnry

Even the most dramatic and hectic scenes in any present-day movie consist of a series of well

selected still photographs. This effect is known as persistence of vision. According to Krystek

19%: htqJ:!/www.urunuseumoIg/stopact.htm. motion pictures are usually projected at 24

frames a second and video at 30 frames a second.

According to Steinberg 1999: 178-9 the invention of photography and developments in optics

and chemistry in the late nineteenth century made it possible to record images on film. By the

early twentieth century the movie camera and projector were available and motion pictures be

came an important means ofproviding entertainment.

The golden age of film in the United States was from 1930 to the late 1940s during which

time thousands of films were made. The content ofmost of these films was sufficiently bland

to provide excellent and inexpensive fumily entertainment, especially during the Depression.

W'hile the majority of films still seek to amuse or entertain by providing diversion and enter

tainment, films are socially significant in other ways. For example, many documentaries seek

to educate people and most propaganda films have a persuasive influence. The majority of

films reflect the society that produces them and thereby enrich our cultural experiences as

well.

Any movie is made up of individual frames. The smooth transition between the many frames

creates an illusion ofmotion.
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Botha (1997), reported in Steinberg (1999), argues that, while film is an important part of any

country's culture, this is particularly true in a country like South Africa, where film can make an

important contribution to the democratisation and development that need to take place. For

example, a film such as Tmci to Soweto explores some of the changes taking place in South Af-

rican society in a humorous way that nevertheless helps people to make sense of what is hap-

pening around them. However, in the past, apartheid policy and ineffective subsidy structures

contributed to the fragmentation of the South African film industry so that, for most of its his-

tory, it has reflected apartheid ideology and ignored socio-political turmoil as well as the realities

experienced by black South Africans.

The invention of television early in the 20th century

Steinberg 1999: 179-180 states that developments in film and radio prompted attempts to

transmit images and sound over the air, and so television was born. Television was demon-

strated in London in 1926 and, as early as 1936, the British Broadcasting Corporation offered a

regular daily broadcast. In the United States, television began operating in 1940. However, its

grO'wth was halted by the outhreak of the Second World War, and it was not until the 1950s that

development started again. The expansion of television was rapid. For example, in 1950, there

were only about one million television sets in American homes. \Vithin ten years their number

rose to about sixty million, while less than twenty years later television was being used in ap-

proximately 90 per cent of American homes. In most societies, even though it may be primarily

used for entertainment and information (for example news and discussion programmes), televi-

sion is also part of the culture of the society.

The mass media are so deeply embedded in modem society that we cannot imagine life ,,~thout

them. Not only would we be deprived of the source of much of our entertainment, but also the

incredible flow of information that we accept as 'natural' would not be available. A significant

social outcome of developments in the mass media is that the increase in the speed of commu-
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nication and the increase in the volume (amount) of communication and information brought

about changes that created the information society. Equally significant is what Fang 1997:138

describes as the creation of the "Communication Toolsbed Home" which has transformed the aver

age person's home into the central location for receiving infonnation and entertainment. The

Communication Toolshed Home is equipped ""th 'tools' such as radio, television, video cas

sette recorders (VCRs), compact discs (CDs), newspapers, books, magazines, f:IX machines and

computers, all ofwhich perform a variety of communication functions that make it unnecessary

to leave the home in order to obtain entertainment and information.

Digital communication in the new information revolution

1farchant 1988: 53 describes communication as a process in which a source makes data available

to a recipient by means of a channel, signs and symbols ",th the intention of letting the recipi

ent process the data into information ""th a meaning intended by the source. The process en

tails sharing, t:lu:ough which understanding develops. Without the elements of infonnation and

response, communication is incomplete. Therefore, the key factor is participation--- accepting

or rejecting information. It is feedback, which provides ideas leading to the modification of the

original input and result in positive action.

1farchant 1988: 51 stated more than a decade ago that the electronic revolution in communica

tions is transforming the quality of life beyond all historical precedents of rultural change. 1-Ian

kind is experiencing a new informationlli upheaval. The resulting socio-economic impact leads

to inequalities as the gap between the information-poor and the information-rich ",-idens. It is

important that communication analysts and decision makers are conversant ",th the key con

cepts and models ofcorrnnunication relevant to their fields.

He further states that Communication Science has only recently emerged as an academic disci

pline. In the past the main concern of coihmunication research was the investigation of effects,
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that is, of the changes io an iodividual's behaviour, which occur as a result of the transmission

of a message. The concept "ioteractivity,"-the result of the new communication technolo-

gies---bas resulted io an epistemological approach to communication science.

The new ioformation revolution has been the focus of nmch discussion, mainly from the poiot

ofview of the developed world. The crux of the matter is that a society's communication facili-

ties are among its most important resources. As development proceeds, the goals of com-

munication programmes, and of the system, change. Indeed, the only certaioty in life today is

change.

The coming of the information age

Graham 1988: 8 says the way we communicate with each other now is the result of research and

developments io computer technology, microelectronics and space research io the last 25 years.

During that time, the transistor has replaced the radio valve and, in turn, the transistor was re-

placed by the iotegrated circuit or silicon chip. As 'chip' manufacturing technology has im-

proved, more and more iodividual electronic components have been packed ioto the same size

ofchip. The latest chips contain the equivalent of several rooms full ofvalve-based equipment.

Advances io space research enable messages to be relayed round the world by satellite. The

earth is now encircled by dozens of satellites that provide iovaluable ioformation-gathering and

communications services to weather forecasters, geologists, telephone companies, television

broadcasters and many others. Research and development io laser technology is continually

produciog new uses for lasers, especially io communications and information storage.

According to Steioberg 1999: 180-1 scientists agree that we are in the midst of a new stage io the

development of communication: the information age, also called the computer age. There is no

clear-cut distinction between the age of mass media and the information age - the ioformation
,

age is the inevitable outcome of the new technologies of the second half of the twentieth cen-
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tury. The signific:mce of the information age is that it has created 'information societies', socie

ties that depend for their economic survival on immediate access to large amounts of informa

tion on a global scale.

We c:m trace the beginnings ofglobal commumcation-the worldwide network of commuruca

tion-to the introduction of the computer:md satellite technology after the Second World War.

Most of the satellites are user! for broadcast services-that is, tele\~sion :md radio signals are

sent up to the satellite :md are then relayed to different stations all over the world. Important

news events happening in one country c:m be broadcast around the world via satellite as they

are happening:md are seen simul=eously by millions ofpeople in many countries.

While the invention of the printing press made possible the sharing of large amounts of infor

mation on a massive scale, computer technology has made this process even more efficient. Ac

cording to Steinberg 1999: 181 computers are basically machines capable ofprocessing:md stor

ing information. Originally used in large orgapjsations to perform complicated mathematical

calculations :md to aid administration, they are used today in industry, medical research, the mili

tary, and the exploration of outer space, to name but a few examples. Computers are the basis

of the Internet, the world\\~de network that carries information and entertainment along what

has become known as the Information Highwqy. Fang 1997, remarks that while scientists are yet to

find a satisfactory definition of the Internet, it is not difficult to explain how it works. A person

using a computer connecter! via a telephone to another computer anywhere in the world can

send and receive large amounts of information on almost any imaginable topic along the Infor

mation Highway. Being connecter! to the Internet allows you to find out, for instance, the latest

cricket score in a match being player! in Australia, what courses are offered at Urusa, stock ex

change prices in New York, or weather conditions in Paris.
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In contrast to the thousmds ofyears that elapsed between the development of speech md lan

guage, writing, and finally print, the most remarkable achievement of the twenrieth century has

been the speed with which communication developments have occurred. However, today's me

dia still perform the same functions as the clay tablets and hierogl~phicsof centuries ago - they

move information across time and space. The difference is that information reaches unlimited

numbers of people over vast distances at breathtaking speeds using incredibly sophisricated

technology.

We are literally drowning in information. \Ve find ourselves awash in a vast ocean of data, from

the Intemet, non-stop cable TV news, e-mail, voice-mail, fuxes, pagers with stock quotes, cellu

larphones and an explosion ofnewspapers, magazines and books.

Data glut has become a serious issue in our workplaces, where the average worker spends more

thm halfhis or her day processing documents. Office workers can spend hours reading and an

sweting e-mail, not to mention voice-mail, fuxes, etc. At first a blessing, e-mail has become a

curse to those whose in-boxes that are deluged daily with "junk mail"(spam) and other informa

tion that, previously, would have been too cumbersome or time-consuming to deliver in the old

mediums.

It is common for people to continually desire more and more information, but they make the

mistake of confusing information w~th knowledge. Information overload fuels stress and pro

mote faulty thinking. The data glut we all slog through every day at work reduces our attention

span.

It is an uncontroversial fact that people in mban environments are subject to all kinds of infor

mation overload. In the next section I will outline how this happened.
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Innovations in digital communication

Smart cards

According to Mersham & Skinner 2001:186 Ca), soon it ",ill be technically possible to function

in a cashless society. By December 2004, the account details ofa great many South African bank

customers will be stored on tiny computer chips embedded in smart cards. A smart card can be

described as an electronic wallet that will store your debit card, credit card and petrol card, and

will even have an e-purse facility that allows for day-to-day purchases such as bread and milk.

The smart card will have an electronic ticket facility that ",ill enable you to download movie or

theatre tickets onto your card via your cell phone. New generation cell phones allow you to in-

sert your card into the smart card slot You then phone the ticket service, pay for your booking

via your cell phone, and download the electronic ticket onto your smart card. \Vhen you get to

the movies or theatre, you gain entry with your smart card

Your smart card will also be able to accommodate loyalty applications. Instead of issuing mem-

bership cards, chain stores or airlines will simply load your loyalty points onto your smart card.

In additio11, your smart card can also contain your ID card, driveis license and medical history.

\Vhether you hold a Visa, Master- or any other kind of smart card ",ill not matter. All AThI ma-

chines and all card-readers will be able to read the chip. AThIs will still be able to read magnetic

stripe cards as well. In future, when an AThI machine or card-reader needs to be replaced, a

smart card-friendly device will be installed. And since the card ",ill comply \vith an international

standard, you will be able to use it anvwhere in the world.. '

Mersham & Skinner 2001: 187 Ca) adds that the changeover to smart cards is a worldwide initia-

tive with the international deadline set for December 2005. For years South Mrica's migration

from magnetic stripe bank cards to smart cards has been delayed by disagreements between the
•

banks over which standards to follow. All banks ",~ll adopt the international Et\lV smart card
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standard, which facilitates a smooth migration from older magnetic stripe cards to smart cards

which contain electronic chip technology.

World,,~de, the cost of fraud has stimulated migration to smart cards. Countries with a high

fraud rate such as the United Kingdom and South Africa are spearheading the EMV project.

Smart cards will greatly reduce the losses banks incur through fraud and the handling of cash.

South African banks lose around RI -billion a year in cash handling and losses through theft and

robbery.

Smart cards will greatly reduce fraud since the customer is authenticated by means ofa personal

identification number (pIN) instead of just a signature. Customers' signatures appear on the

back of credit cards and are easy to copy. And most cashiers don't check anyway. In addition,

the PIN will make on-line purchases more secure. Miniature smart card readers plug into your

Pc. \Vtth the smart card you no longer have to release your credit card details into cyberspace.

Inserting your card into the smart card reader and entering your PIN automatically authenticate

you as the authorised user.

The other great advantage of a smart card is that the chip will enable it to perform multiple

functions ,,~thout a telephone link to the bank's computer system for authorisation of transac

tions. No more waiting in long queues because 'the lines are down'.

Digital signatures

In June 2000, the President of the United States signed a very prominent bill into law: the E

signatures Bill. Ths bill effectively gave binding legal status to an electronic signature and equal

ity ,,~th one that has been signed mth pen, notarised or commissioned by a Commissioner of

Oaths.

•
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1his was the first step in a process that will eventually revolutionise many ""pects of business

transactions. Firstly, it will give consumers additional confidence that they can securely transact

on the Internet, therefore, boosting e-commerce. Secondly, and perhaps more importantly, it

opens the way towards the possible completion of all forms of contract within digital, web

based technology.

Mersham & Skinner 2001: 187 (a) identifY four interrelated issues can be identified when look

ing at e-commerce, namely security authentication, non-repudiation and privacy.

o In the case of security, very simply, you want to know that the transaction cannot be tam

pered ,,~th, for example that someone cannot erase or add a zero to make the value ten

thousand instead of the original one thousand.

o AuthenticatilJ11 refers to the proper identification of the parties involved and the assurance

that the money (or more correctly the exchange ofvalue) goes to the place for which it

is intended.

o Non-repudiation refers to the requirement that the transaction is not going to be re

versed (repudiated) at a later date.

o With regard to the question of privacy, you do not want the details of the transaction

and your personal details to be leaked to anyone apart from the party ,,~th whom you

are transacting.

The B-signatures bill focuses on authentication and non-repudiation. Essentially, what it says is

that if a person receives a transaction that has been digitally signed by another person, it is as

valid as any paper contract.

•
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In many ways the process can be likened to signing a cheque. The technology makes use of

what is cilled a public key and private key infrastructure to ensure that your rligital signature is

serure.

There are two keys fur every transaction. You 'willlock a transaction with what is cilled a private

key. You will give another key, which opens that transaction to the rest of the world. Unless

those two keys meet exactly, you cannot access that transaction. It's quite possible that someone

might steal, for example, your computer, but there are two ways of securing this. Firsdy, there is

the personal password, much the same as you have for your credit card or your ATM transac-

tion. Secondly, authentication agencies or certification agencies "ill take your rligital certificate

every couple of months, and authenticate that it is indeed from you.

Accorrhng to Mersham & Skinner 2001:188 Ca) a password is a code or word used to gain access

to a computer system ~bile passwords provide security against unauthorised users, the security

system can only confirm that the password is legitimate, not "nether the user is authorised to

use the password. The same goes for smart cards that are inserted into the computer. However,

new technologies include voice, palm, fingerprint and iris recognition devices. 'Voice prints' and

'eye prints', much like fingerprints and palm prints, are virtually impossible to replicate.

In the future, for example, we \\ill have biornetric authentication where the device will scan your

iris, voice, palm and fingeq>rint, and encrypt this information in a rligital fashion in order to ver-

ify your identity.

To make e-commerce viable in South Africa, all the banks need to agree on a common stan-

dard. We will then reach a point where you activate a transaction by inserting a smart card into

your computer, personal communicator or any other rligital device that allows you to exchange

units ofvalue via the Internet or any other network.
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This can be done now on a limited scale in South Africa, but one can deal only ",':ith companies

which have signed up with certification agencies, and which have the ready software. One of the

key problems at the moment is that not all governments worldwide have adopted the same pol~

icy. In South Mrica, we ate in a critical phase, where the Department of Communications is

overseeing an e~commerce debate on the matter. A Green Paper was released in November

2000, but critics charge that government has given insufficient attention to infrastructure and

transaction security issues.

The multilinguaI Web

Mersham & Skinner 189: 2001: 189 (a) states that the Internet has rapidly expanded to cover the

globe, but the vast majority of Internet websites are in English. This is accepta!Jle in countries

where English is commonly used or widely understood. To address these needs, the Web is be~

coming increasingly multilingual. For e=nple, there are more than one million Thai Internet

users, 60 per cent of who are domestic. The remainder are Thai nationals living or ttavelling

abroad.

Wbere business is transacted transnationally, whether it is B2B (business to business) or B2C

(business to consumer), individual multilingual websites are needed. For example, it is estimated

that by 2004, 50 per cent of all on~line sales in the US will originate outside the country. For this

reason, it's vital that customers are 0 ffered the same services such as product data sheets and

technical FAQs (Frequently Asked Questions) in their own languages. These services enable

support costs to be lowered and brand loyalty to be more fully developed.

Mersham & Skinner 190: 2001 (a), add that some companies already offer alternative versions of

their websites in different languages. For e=nple Euronews, a free~to~air ~satellite -television

channel currently available to Europe, North and South America and Africa, has a website (eu~

ronews.net) that provides options for the user to access its news updates in Italian, Spanish,
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Portuguese, French and English. However, the cosr of creating and hosting multiple language

sites at present is beyond the reach of smaller businesses.

Nevertheless, globalisation software and services will soon become widely available. Global site

infrastructure will include a set ofapplications that can be customised for any user in any coun~

try. So, for example, a user will choose a language in which he or she ,,~shes to interact from

several hundred languages and dialects listed on the site. Successful trials, using the written

word, have been conducted between two participants, one speaking German and the other

French. The participants were able to engage in a conversation, although neither of them under~

stood the other language. Each response was immediately translated into the language of the

respective user. Future developments include interactive voice recognition software that ,,~

allow fur a spoken interaction that functions in the same way. A Japanese person, speaking

Japanese, will he heard by a Zulu~speaking person in Zulu, and vice versa.

Web publishingveISus print publishing

History has shown that one new medium never completely replaces an eadier form. TV did not

replace radio and the Internet ,,~ not replace the ptint medium. The emerging pattern is for

one medium to become complementary to another.

However, web publishers also have the advantage of knowing exactly what their communities

have read or are reading at anyone time. Using this knowledge scientifically, they can determine

the content in which their communities are interested, and plan and source material accordingly.

TIlls is in contrast to traditional ptint editors who decide on coverage of stories based on a 'gut'

feel. They will never accurately know for example, how many people actually read their front~

page lead stories.
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Marketing and promoting a website

A key requirement in launching a web-based product or service is the efficient use of the tradi

tional marketing mix to market and promote the site. Mersham & Skinner 192: 2OO1(a) state

that if you ,,~sh to communicate to people about a need you can fulfil, you must do so in the

medium in which they expect to encounter your product or service, or where there are natural

synergies. So, publication in maga2ines, either hard print or eZine format, claiming to reach the

Internet enthusiast had no discernible effect. Someone looking for tax advice is not going to

look for it in a magazine about websites, but rather in a maga2ine or newspaper section that

specialises in personal finance. Alternatively, he or she will do an on-line search.

The point about website promotion is to follow natural synergies and &miliar associations.

Typically, coundess T-shirts, mouse pads and billboards have been emblazoned with website

addresses, disconnected from recipients' media habits and preferences.

A focused approach is used by several California "meries, which advertise their websites on

their corks and on the backs ofbotde labels. The Internet provides a perfect vehicle to complete

the marketing plan, because it allows the easy exchange of information between consumers and

producers. Wbile quality is important in the wine business, information is even more valuable:

knowing where to purchase cases of a particular ,,~ne or find out about a vineyard's best year

can turn a one-rune taster into a lifetime customer.

InteJaetive television - a view ofthe futnre

According to Mersham & Skinner 2001: 193(a) television, as we know it, is the most popillar

medium of mass communication used for entertainment and education. In recent years there

has been a move towards enhanced television - where the viewer of TV is much more in

volved in the communication process. These advances are turning TV into a new exciting me-

dium ofthe future. •
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This technological move sees the TV, Internet and PC converge into a new 'interactive TV~.

You can use your TV instead of a PC for the Internet and simple computing functions. Many

people would be more comfortable sitting in front of the TV screen than in front of their PC

monitor. Advertisers like the idea because interactive, web-enabled television allows consumers

to make a purchase instandy, without having to move out of their seat.

Interactive elements such as on-screen links, interactive panels and displays during TV shows

and TV commercials, as well as the expected full-screen access to the Internet, are soon to grace

your TV screen. We will soon see digital video recorder functions and digital video discs

(DVDs) replacing the fumiliarvideotape and the video tape recorder (VCR).

DStv (Digital Satellite Television) is Muitichoice's package of pay channels that subscribers re

ceive via satellite. DStv offers 45 video channels, six data channels and 51 audio channels (radio

and music channels) on its satellite service. DStv reaches across Africa, with subscribers exceed

ing 500 000. Apart from other interests, Multichoice Africa has direct investments in or fran

chises for television platfunns in South Africa, Botswana, Ghana, Kenya, Lesotho, Malawi,

lvfauritius, Namibia, Nigeria, Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia and Zimbabwe ~fThIH 2000).

DStv first introduced its range of interactive channels at the end of 1999. The new data or in

foonation channels allow the viewer to find out the weather forecast, access financial informa

tion, do electronic banking, play games on TV with the remote contro~ access intellectual puz

zles and teasers, get daily horoscopes, obtain 'as it happens' news, sports and business updates,

and monitor 16 channels simultaneously on the screen. Further interactive developments, such

as allowing viewers to select the camera-view at sporting events and pay-per-view on demand of

any programme, will characterise the future.

•
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Music, youth and the digital revolution

Mersham & Skinner 2001: 194(a) state that empowered by Internet technology, music-loving

youth have for several years been obtaining and sharing their favourite recordings for free.

Utilising digital formats like MP3 sound files and music-swapping Internet sites, young Net

savvy surfers have forced the recording industry to reassess the value of the media that they

have long relied on, such as CDs and for-sale music ,~deos. Already more than 11 million

Americans have downloaded music free over the Internet, with no regard for copyright. This

revolution could eventually consign music CDs to history's bargain basement bin, along with

vinyl albums, cassettes and eight-track tapes.

Consumer responses and needs

Mersham & Skinner 2001: 196(a) state that consumers are paying the highest prices in history

for music CDs at a time when the relative cost of production is lower than ever before. Quite

obviously consumers ,,-,ill feel they are pa}IDg too much for a product that can he acquired at

much lower cost through the Internet. If the digital content of CDs was universally available on

line at half the cost of the physical product, the only losers would he the many retail music

stores, packagers and distributors (mtermediacies) who contribute more than half the cost of a

typical CD.

Ultimately, this is the heart of the digital download issue from the consumer's point of view,

even if the industry legitimately sees it as a copyright issue. The danger to the industry in this

discontinuity is that it sets up an adversacial relationship between record companies and their

most important customers. Little sympathy wiII be forthcoming from its customers as it goes to

war against its enemies - ",-ho have positioned themselves as friends of the consumer. The

primary intention of Napster was to allow the user to make copies and compilations of his or

her own choice. This remains one of the.real consumer needs that IT'.Ust be addressed by the
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industry. Taking a longer view, Napster has perh"fls done the music industry a favour. It pro~

vided the opportunity for millions of people to begin to download music digitally. In the long

term, digital downloads could be far more profitable for record labels than traditional CD sales.

Popular culture media sits on the edge of the intellectual property abyss. New software c"flable

of copyright violation is constantly emerging. For example, Internet relay chat (commonly called

IRC, or 'chat lines') forms part of an immensely popular youth culture and might soon be ex~

tended with enhanced features for file shating. In other words, Napster might be shut down,

but it will not dose the file flow in what is the world's largest open system of communication.

According to Mersham & Skinner 2001:175(a), the communication landsc"fle has changed dra~

matically in the last decade. The convergence of infurmation technology, communications and

commerce has meant that professions previously unrelated have had to accommodate a broader

point of view and collectively understand the processes and concepts of information technol~

ogy; communications and business. For example, information technologists are challenged to

understand the human interface and the dynamics of human communication more than ever

before.

Marketers, advertising practitioners, public relations practitioners and corporate communicators

require an understanding of the new technologies of the Internet, web page design and function,

and intranets, as well as the processes and strategies ofbusiness. \'i;/hat we are seeing is not just

the well~knmmconvergence of technologies into a single digital platform, but also the conver~

gence of careers, professions and jobs.

Professionals in individual professions can no longer operate simply within the confines of their

traditional roles. But many people feel isolated or incompetent in new modes of expression 

and the result is that they sometimes fail to communicate effectively. In this Digital Age new

concepts and ideas flood into our vocabulacy on a daily basis. Old words take on new meanings.
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The issue is further complicated because members of an organisation may use similar language

to mean different things. Each profession, for example, would interpret the meaning of every

day words such as 'clients', 'programming', 'transactions' and 'channels' in different ways. Simi

larly, criteria for success across these industries vary dramatically:

Information technology is measured on lines ofcode or bugs per line of code; business is meas

ured on return on investment, while marketing is measured on response rates or leads gener

ated. These differences in modes of expression are challenges for the new business approach

that employs interdisciplinary team structures.

The need for chief executive officers (CEOs) to behave like chief information officers (GIGs)

accelerates and intensifies in relation to the need for the coordination of diverse technical and

creative talents. To achieve results in business today, organisations have to go beyond any single

expertise or philosophy, and integrate multiskilling ",-ith management and communication skills.

Organisational teams will know they have achieved this when, for example, the information

technologist can hold an intelligent conversation about brand value and market penetration, and

the marketing practitioner can talk about the advantages of digital certificates over password

protection. Organisational teams face the challenge of cross-pollinated concepts, disciplines,

discourses, terminologies and jargon.

Going to the movies - on the Intemet

It has been called 'the ultimate horror movie' for Hollywood executives -millions of people

watching the latest movies for free. Following the impact of the Internet on the music industry,

it was not long before full-length movies could be sent over the \Veb. More than 5 000 films

already issued on a DVD can now be copied and sent on-line. And thanks to advanced digital

video recorders and a cadre of enthusiasts, even current movies can be on the Net within 48

hours of screening in the cinemas. Pirat'" copy first-run movies from projectionists' booths,
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using a digital video camera on a tripod and taking audio directly from the projector. :\fersham

& Skinner 2001: 197(a) state that these copies that are only a fraction below DVD quality, are

then distnbuted over the Internet.

Hollywood is now facing the same issues plaguing the music industry - and much sooner than

expected. Now that so many people have adopted digital do"nloading, the adoption curve has

become exponential. Movie industry executives are watching the case of the music recording

industry, which, as a consortium, is suing Internet companies that make software-allowing users

to swap digital music files.

The Internet and video

The integration of video into websites is a common practice, with live webcams proliferating

and video-conferencing becoming a common corporate activity. New developments in digital

tools allow the broadcast, recording, editing and publishing of any on-screen video. Wbile

largely a tool for trainers, video allows instructors to export existing information rather than

having to create learning content.

Employing a screen camcorder and video production tool, exact copies ofon-screen activity can

be recorded and formarted into the most common Internet video formats such as AVI ,~deo

files, J\1icrosofr W11ldows Media Player files or Real Networks Real Player G2 files. Alterna

tively, live output can be captured and sent over the Internet in real time.

Specific areas in a video screen area can be highlighted, in the form of graphic shapes and im

ages, through the use of 'floating annotations'. Objects can be dragged, dropped and reposi

tioned on the computer's screen. For identification of source, each ,~deo can be digitally 'wa

tennarked'.

•
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Technology and business services integration

Mersham & Skinner: 197(a) state that a new buzz phrase, 'e-business landlord', describes a new

category of e-business service provider. Hub service providers (HSPs) offer both the technology

and business services needed to rruJke business-to-business sites funcrion. In the allusion to the

'bricks and mortar' landlord-tenant relationship, a landlord rruJkes partnerships that benefit all

the tenants. Some of these are tecbnological and some non-tecbnological.

On the technology side, landlords provide tenants with network infrastructure, data storage, e

commerce software and systems integration. Landlords go into partnerships ",~th other provid

ers to offer these services, and their size allows them to strike favourable deals. Customers (ten

ants) reap the benefits ofhaving all these services in one place.

Mersham & Skinner 2oo1:198(a) states that on the business side, landlords offer financial and

logistics services; they may even help arrange joint ventures among their tenants. Tenants in

clude traditional companies, large and small, as well as e-marketplace start-ups and other dot

corns. Landlords come from the ranks ofprocurement software vendors and infrastructure pro

viders; big companies that have a lot of purcha>-ing power and a well-known brand name also

get into the aet. For example, McDonald's, famous for its hamburgers, has registered

McDonalds.com in anticipation ofa whole range ofnon-food goods and service offerings in the

future.

Interactive advertising

Mersham & Skinner 2oo1:198(a) states that advertising agencies have seized upon Internet tech

nology as an exciting new opportunity and have sought to position themselves as strongly in

digital interacrive advertising as in traditional advertising. They have approached this not as an

extension of existing businesses, but as a new investment in specialist businesses. That repre-
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sents recognition of a particular set of skills, and a guarding of the creative uniqueness of this

industry.

Unfortunately, the new media bring ,,~th them not just new tools and creative freedom, but a

new way of doing business that flies in the face of the advertising industry's basic premises.

Some of these are the follO\'mg:

o Traditional advertising uses very large budgets to produce clever, often flashy TV and

print advertisements, and hardly concerns itself mth whether or not these exercises ac

tually sell more products.

o Measurement of the effects of advertisements (to the extent that they are measured) is

always based on a statistical sample, which at best can suggest a trend, but never give to

tal, inclusive feedback.

o Traditional advertising speaks in one voice, to everyone, at the same time.

o Worldmde, the level of cynicism and disillusionment ,,~th the messages presented by

advertisements is rising exponentially. We are often persuaded by a advertisements to

smteh brands.

o Traditional media advertisements, much of the time, do not initiate action. They either

'grab attention' or they don't Paper and television are not interactive (although the latter

soon ,viii be in South Africa). We have developed defence mechanisms by fast

forwarding, channel hopping, turning the page, and ignoring and avoiding a great deal of

advertising.

o As an industry, advertising is fat. Budgets are huge, everything seems to require 50 peo

ple to meet over lunch, and no creative idea is too excessive for selling, for example, fla-
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voured water, or convincing consumers that inefficient monopoly industry leaders like

the post office and Telkom are worthwhile.

o Advertising is an industry in decline. Unlike new media, which are just coming to life.,

advertising in the traditional sense has in many ways run its course.

The Internet and public relations

Mersham & Skinner 2001:202(a) state that many decision-makers and executives in South Afti-

can business, along with others around the world, are using the Intemet as their news and in-

foonation resou:rce~even though the communication may not reach mass audiences.

In terms ofpublic relations practice, the Internet cannot be seen as a tool in isolation. It should

form part of the holistic campaign to communicate with an organisation's Participants. It has an

important place in the public relations practitioner's media plan and in the marketing mix.

The technology offers the ability to track and trace transactions, build portfolios of customers

and in tum tailor communication campaigns specifically for the various participants of a pub-

lic relations programme.

Increasingly journalists regard the web pages of an orga.<tisation as a vital source of information.

In addition to providing access to valid infurmation, a well designed and fully functional website

'press room' can save the company money provided the target markets have been conditioned

to visit the site. For example, in 1:..1-,e US, the on-line 'news bureaux' of General Motors, Ford,

Nissan and Bell Atlantic have slashed the costs of distributing and ptinting paper-based media

kits and brochures.

All four companies claim to be sending out fewer press kits and receiving fewer phone enquiries

as a result ofefforts to divert media from the phone to the Web. They say their sites are slashing

the high cost ofpublic relations by providing the most requested information -. News releases,
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new product infonnatian, media kits, executive biographies, digitised photos, contact names and

numbers, executive speeches and regulatory filings - on-line, in one easy-ta-access area.

American telecommunications company Bell Atlantic cut distnbution afits printed press kits by

50 per cent by posting a digital version on its website. General Motors also saved considerably

when, after post-publication specification changes to one of its cars meant corrections to 100

different pages of its media kit, it simply updated its on-line version. Ford claims to have had

over 900 photo dawnloads during the first year its site went live.

However, many companies allow their websites to fill out of date. Therefore, public relations

consultancies should cooperate with the Webmaster or web-mistress to ensure that (a) the web

site is up to date at all times, and (b) all media releases are immediately added to the virtual

pressroom

Although the South African market is much smaller, the same principles apply the key to effec

tive cyber-public relations is getting journalists to use the site. For every media call, the standard

reply should be: 'Have you been to the website yet?' - while ensuring it is up to date.

But websites are only halfof the Internet. The other half is e-mail and the possibilities it opens

up for public relations practitioners as a means of communicating media releases and delivering

media kits.

The semantic web

Knowledge interpretation

Most of the web's content today is designed for humans to read, not for computer programs to

manipulate meaningfully. Computers can describe web pages for layout and routine processing

but in general, computers have no reliable way to process the semantics (meaning in language).

•
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The serrumtic web is aimed at bring structure to the meaningful content of web pages, crearing

an environment where software agents roaming from page to page can readily carry out sophis

ticated tasks for users. It will be able to do all this without needing artificial intelligence.

According to Bemers-Lee et al, htt;p:llwww.sciamcom/2001/0501issue/0501bemers

lee.htm1#author, The semantic web is not a separate web but an e:rtension ofthe current one, in

which information is given well-defined meaning, better enabling computers and people to work

in cooperation. The first steps in weaving the serrumtic web into the structure of the existing

web are already under "'-ay. In the near future, these developments will usher in significant new

functionality, as machines become much better able to process and interpret (understand) the

data that they merely display at present.

The essential property of the World Wide Web is its universality. The power ofa h}pertext link

is that "atrything can link to atrything." Web technology, therefore, must not discriminate between

the scribbled draft and the polished performance, between commercial and academic informa

tion, or among cultures, languages, and media and so on. Information varies along rrumy axes.

One of these is the difference between infurmation produced primarily for human consumption

and that produced mainly fur machines. At one end of the scale we have everything from the

five-second TV commercial to poetry. At the other end we have databases, programs and sen

sor output. To date, the Web has developed most rapidly as a medium ofdocuments for people

rather than for data and information that can be processed automatically. The semantic web

aims to make up for this.

Like the Internet, the semantic web will be as decentralized as possible. Such web-like systems

generate a lot of excitement at every leve~ from major corporations to individual users, and pro

vide benefits that are hard or impossible to predict in advance.
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Knowledge representation

For the semantic web to function computers must have access to structured collections of in-

formation and sets of inference rules that they can use to conduct automated reasoning.

Adding logic to the web, essentially the means to use rules to make inferences, choose courses

ofaction and answer questions, is the task before the semantic web community at the moment.

Two important technologies for developing the semantic web are already in place: eXtensible

Marh."up Language (XML) and the Resource Description Framework (RDF). XJ\.fL lets everyone

cre1Jte their own bgs-bidden labels such as <zip code> or <alma mater> that annotate \Veb

pages or sections of text on a page.

XML allows users to add arbitrary structure to their documents but says nothing about what the

structures mean. Meaning is expressed by RDF, which encodes it

The real power of the semantic web will be realized when people create many programs that

collect Web content from diverse sources, process the information and exchange the results

with other programs. The effectiveness of such software agents ,,>ill increase exponentially as

more machine-readable Web content and automated services (including other agents) become

available. The semantic web promotes this synergy: even agents that were not expressly de-

signed to work together can transfer dab among themselves when the dab come ,,~th seman-

tics.

Properly designed, the semantic web can assist the evolution of human knowledge as a whole.

A revolution in the office

j\fersham & Skinner 2oo1a: 204 believe that one of the problems with mobile office products

and non-mobile office products is fucilibting communication between the two products. For

•
example, getting a notebook computer to 'talk' to a printer in the past meant replugging cables
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and moving things around. Infrared solved some of these problems, but it was slow and devices

that used it to communicate had to be ,irtually on top ofone another.

Bluetooth is a communication technology set to re>olutionise the modem office. Essentially

Bluetooth is a wireless standard that lets virtually any device communicate with other office ma

chines. Unlike infrared, Blnetooth does not require line of sight to work. Bluetooth is also ten

times faster than infrared.

Bluetooth works by embedding tiny and inexpensive short-range trans-receivers into mobile

devices and office machine!}' such as printers and digital copiers. Once a new Bluetooth device,

like a cell phone, hand-held or mobile computer comes into range, Bluetooth allows it to com

municate with similarly equipped machinery.

Bluetooth connects devices such as cell phones, printers, cordless headsets, mobile PCs and

computer networks, and automates all communication protocols between them. Ifyou write e

mail on your notebook personal computer (PC) while travelling on an aircraft, the message will

be sent automatically as soon as you land and S\\~tch on your cell phone. Forget about any con

nections using cables in ·the office. Your notebook PC will communicate wirelessly ,,~th any

thing from the printer and tax machine to the modem or mouse you happen to be using.

Mersham & skinner 2001.: 205 state that all informarion between devices such as a notebook

and a deshop PC is automatically updated as soon as the units are ,,~thin range of one another.

You could even transfer digital images from a digital camera via your cell phone and the Inter

net to a PC anywhere in the world without touching anything as antiquated as a cable.

Bluetooth is in its infancy but devices equipped ,,~th the new technology"~ increasingly be

come the norm.
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The electronic newsletter

An effective way to promote a business, goods or service on-line is through an on-line newslet-

tef.

We can either create our own ne\vsletter or advertise our businesses in a newsletter created by

others. In most cases electronic newsletters are used to inform customers periodically about

new product offerings, sales, discounts and other promotions that are on offer. Most browsers

support html e-mail, which is e-mail that can also display graphics and text in colour. This

means that e-mail can be used much like standard print media, but often at a fraction ofthe cost

ofdesign and delivery.

Electronic newsletters cm also be used to generate revenue where they contain some form of

advertising fur products, whether offered by the same business or by other businesses. In forg-

ing relationships ",-:ith other on-line ventures, links ",-:ith affiliates cm be inserted into the news-

lerter. The insertion of codes keeps track of customers that have clicked through on the inserted

link and purchased something on-line. In this way, referral commissions can be earned.

It is also possible to sel! sponsorships of newsletters to companies that are interested in their

audiences. Conversely the sponsorship of newsletters from other companies is effective if their

target audiences correspond to that of the organisation.

From a markering perspective, newsletters are an extremely cost-effective way of advertising

Subsctiber e-maillisrs generally exhibit a lot of 'chum' (that is, people initially subscnbe and

then unsubscribe to a variety of newsletters) uoIess the newsletter provides quality content

that keeps audiences and customers coming back for more. For example, although some visi-

tors sign up and agree to receive mailings along the way, they may be interested only in regis-

tering for a one-off competition and will unsubscribe unless your content conrinues to interest

them.
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Digital convergence

According to j\[ersham & Skinner 2001a: 770, Marshal McLuhan (1964; 1975) compared each

new medium to a rear-view mirror. It will contain, he said, all or parts ofall previous media, and

something 'new'. We can think of digital coding communication as a 'shopping trolley' incorpo-

rating all existing media forms - text, speech, graphics, video, film and sounds. What is new is

the increased possibility oftwo-way communication that digitised media present.

The most di>'tinctive feature of the unfulding digital present is a proliferation of new media and

new forms of communicative interaction. Media will continue to multiply. Everybody's daily life

will become a whole ecology of media; some of these will be voluntarily chosen, and others will

be inescapable parts of life in public spaces and the wotkplace (Agee 1998: 69-70).

Therefore, while on the one hand we see convergence as a narrowing to a singularity, what we

tend to see on the other hand is an additive model of change leading to multiplication of appli-

cations, devices and the means to communicate, which are linked to each other.

Another dominant, related idea is that technological convergence forces other forms of conver-

gence. This is where convergence theory becomes the convergence movement where changes

in services industries, corporate structures and policy are explained as responses to technological

convergence.

Mersham & Skinner 2001a: 221 add that in addition, the more things converge the more they

produce knock-on effects, which cannot he predicted from the contemporary technological ho-

rizon of understanding. For example, these include significant privacy copyright and security

issues, control issues and breakdowns in systems integrity in the drive to greater personalisation

or customisation. We are all familiar ,,'ith the problem of the number of passwords and 'pins'

we have to carry around in our heads - ifwe are smart - or in our bags and wallets - ifwe
•

are not
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The World Wide \Veb represents the first truly converged medium. There will be further major

developments of convergence through the availability yet unimagined bandwidth and speed of

transmission, and the fact that the digital chip will soon fonn part of every appliance, machine

and tecMology we encounter. Already a large percentage of digital chips are going into appli-

ances and machines other than desktop computers.

A most important fonn of convergence has taken place between corporate/commercial inter-

ests and the Internet. Refer to my case study on Hirt & Carter in chapter 5 where I explain the

effect that digital convergence has on commerce.

Initially the Internet portrayed promises romantic dreams of information sharing and free access

to infonnation with the view of connecting the world together. The tenn 'globalisation' became

the keynote of politicians and policy makers. Mersham & Skinner 2001a: m maintain that the

Internet has recently been subject to a third wave of ,ranchers' or 'railroaders' that looks to the

Internet simply as a means of increasing profit. The spectacular collapse of the so-called Dot

Co111S 2 in 2000 restored a bit of the original ethos that characterised the fledgling Internet.

Whether this original spirit of freely sharing information ultimately manages to prevail against

future attempts to commodifY information or not, the emerging new digital communication that

drives the Internet is based on four important ideas, namely:

o Digital encoding

o Navigation and recipient control

o Convergence

o Interactivity

2 Basically Internet-based business venttJres 'WithOUt an own capital base, with vague business plans that: were run on public in
vestments until the bubble bw:st
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The first is that information and communication can be digitally encoded, whether text, 'mice,

pictures, sound or video. This digital formatted information can then be easily accessed by a va

riety of digital devices, not just computers. 'Ibis is because the digital chip can now he placed in

any appliance or object, turning it into a communicating device. Everything becomes a commu

nicating computer.

The second important idea that has revolutionised communications is the concept of hyperme

dia, which allows recipients much greater na'~gational control in finding knowledge Negroponte

1995. 'Ibis refers to the way in which web-based information is structured. In the digitally con

verged world, the depth/brearlth problem disappears and we can move freely between generali

ties and specifics through what is called 'hyper linking'.

Hyper linking is consistent through out all web-based media. Basically it allows one to look

more deeply at a panicular finer point and to move effortlessly back to the main body ofwork.

Hyper linking is a term describing the interconnection of different parts of information with

each other. In a printed book, sentences, paragraphs, pages and chapters follow one another in

an order detennined notonly by the author but also by the physical and sequential construction

ofthe book itself Although a book may be randomly accessible and your eyes may browse quite

haphazardly it is nonetheless forever fixed by the confines of three physical dimensions.

The third idea concerns the dissolving of traditional media boundaries, or convergence. The

medium is not the message in a digital world. It is an embodiment of it. A message might have

several embodiments automatically derivable from the same digital data. In the future, the

broadcaster "ill send out one stream of bits, such as the weather, for example, which the re

ceiver can convert in many different ways. The viewer can look at the same data from many

perspectives.

•
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Mersham & Skinner 2001a: 225 state that all of these different media representations are en-

coded in a common digital fonn, even though they are separately crafted in the multimedia ex-

perience. Digital convergence allows the fluid movement from one medium to the next, saying

the same thing in different ways, calling upon one human sense or another. If you did not un-

derstand something when you read it the first rime, you can see it as a cartoon or 3-D diagram.

Ihis kind of media movement can include anything from videos or mo,~es that explain them-

selves with text to books with a gentle voice to read them to you out loud. The common digital

fonn, in parallel ,,~th developments in voice recognition, means that we will increasingly talk to

devices, rather than input instructions through some form ofkeypad.

Communication networks

Gra1lam 1988: 14 states that communication networks now use digital electronic technologies.

Signals no longer travel as varying waves of electrical current, but as discrete pulses. 1his has

resulted in new communications opportunities. Telephones can now be programmed like com-

puters to remember numbers and re-dial engaged numbers. Several callers can talk to each other

in a teleconference, or see each other in a videoconference. The copper cables that used to carry

telephone calls are being replaced with optical fibres. These are more reliable, they can carry

more information down a thinner cable, / and they are made from cheaper materials. Optical

Character Recognition (OCR) machines read typed addresses on envelopes and code mail for

electronic sorting machines.

Electronic communication: issues, prospects, and pitfalls

Electronic communication presents challenges and opportunities for the ways humans do busi-

ness and interact mth members and other organizations, and how they participate in the current

reshaping ofwork, institutional responsibilities, higher education and the social contexts of gen-

eraring and distributing knowledge. Meetings, publications, member sen~ces and public aware-
•
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ness are all affected by electronic communication. Technology changes how we work and the

possibilities ofwork.

Summary

In this chapter I have traced the development of electronic communication from the develop-

ment of print technology in the mid 15'" century to current day digital computing. I have illus-

trated how digital communication overcame constraints relating to distance and time.

This chapter acknowledges that Communication Science has recently emerged as an academic

discipline because of the complex nature ofelectronic communication. The concept "interactiv-

ity,"--the result of the new communication technologies-has resulted in an epistemological

approach to communication science. Humans need to be schooled on methods of communica-

tion and effective use thereof since it is common for people to continually desire more and

more information, but they make the mistake of confusing information with knowledge. Infor-

mation overload fuels stress and promote faulty thinking.

Issues relating to the interactive nature of current digital communication and its impact on rural

and uthan communities have been explored. Possible solutions to dissolving the digital divide

between these communities in South Mrica are discussed in chapter 6.

Electronic communication has effectively revolutionized our society. An unexpected by product

of this revolution has been the emergence of a generation of children weaned on multidimen-

sional, interactive media sources, a generation whose llilderstanding and expectations of the

world differ profollildly from that of the generations preceding them. If we are to give these

children the education necessary to succeed in our technologically intense, global future a new

form of educational practice, one that builds on children's native leaming abilities and techno-

logical competence, must replace our existing methods. The theoretical foundation for such
•

changes exists, and the time to implement them is now. We have allowed our schools to remain
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in the past, while our children have been bom in the future. The result is a mismatch ofleamer

and educator. But it is not the children who are mismatched to the schools; the schools are

mismatched to the children. Only by revising educational practice in light of how our culture

has changed can we close this fflP, and reunite our schools ,,~th our children and the rest of our

society.

In the follo"mg chapter I will present an argument in favour of introducing Electronic Com

munication in the Communication Science curricula of Further Education and Training band.

•
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Chapter 5

ELEcrRONIC COMMUNICATION IN THE COMMUNICATION SCIENCE CURRICUL~OF FUR-

1HER EDUCATION AND TRAINING BA'lD

Preview

In this chapter I will disruss the importance of introducing communiclltion science as part of

the school rurricu1um. LeLoup & Ponterio 1995:

http://www.cortland.edu/www/fteach/arricles/nvscea.html state that through public and pri-

vate investment, the information infrastructure is evolving into an interconnected network of

networks, allowing us to share infonnation and to communicate as local, national, and global

communities. Economic competition in the 21st Century will demand that our public insritu-

tions be on the rutting edge in preparing society for the future. As computers and advanced

telecommunications are now essential tools in the workplace, it will become increasingly impor-

rant that individuals obtain the necessary training and education to become computer literate

and to be aille to "navigate" infunnation networks. Because digital electronic communication is

by far the fastest evolving facet of communication I am to a significant extent using information

off the Internet so that the most rurrent information is availaille.

The diminishing demand for the study of grammar, literature among

learners

LeLoup & Ponterio 1995: http://www.cortland.edu/www/fteach/arricles/nvscea.htmladd that

instruction must keep pace ,,~th the growing and novel demands made by learners who are no

longer content merely to be exposed to the language through grammar practice and literature

study. According to LeLoup & Ponterio learners now insist on language instruction that will

"translate" into language usage in practical, real-life situations. W'hile literature still plays a cen-
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tral role as a representation of the cultures studied in a classroom, the focus has ",",ung to-

wards oral and written communication, and to digital electronic communication outside of the

classroom

Klopper 2002 (manuscript) argues that increasingly more complex, new forms of knowledge

generation and communication arise in cultures in response to more complex forms of exis-

tence. Klopper further states that subsequent knowledge systems and forms of communica-

tion do not displace preceding ones, but incorporate and relatives them in relation to the fea-

tures of the new forms that have arisen. He for instance argues that the nomadic hunter-

gatherer phase ofhuman existence, which is said to have lasted for about a 150,000 years, was

characterised by the use of direct nonverbal and verbal forms of communication-facial ex-

pressions, gestures, body stance and body movements, tone ofvoice and speech sounds. Only

with the formation of pastotal settlements, said to have taken place about 10,000 years ago,

did writing systems and public communication emerge in response to more complex living

conditions ofpeople who had to share resources around their settlements.

Due to more complex forms ofliving caused by the emergence of regional urban settlements

through medieval times, written and public forms of communication became evermore com-

plex. With the invention of the printing press by Gutenberg in 1452, written and public com-

munication, which until then was in the control of the Roman Catholic Church, became secu-

larised unde< the influence of the mass publication of knights' tales, travel epics, poetry and

plays. Due to a steady increase in the mass production of literature, the actual study of con-

te<nporary literature, lite<ary genres, literary interpretation and theories of literature gained

prominence over the study of philology (the comparative study of languages and their litera-

tures in historical contexts) early in the 20'" Century. According to Klopper literary study

started gaining prominence roundabout the onset of the mechanical technological era about

four hundred years ago, reaching it peak in the latter half of the 20'" Century. Klopper argues
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that cinematography was firmly established as the major medium of fictional narration at the

beginning of the 20'" Century, at about the same time as several forms of Electronic Commu

nication (see chapter 7) were invented. It is generally conceded that the increasing use of elec

tronic forms of communication, such as the telegraph, the telephone, the Telefax, radio and

television gave rise to a new phase of cultural development, the electronic technological era,

also known as the information age, and as the third wave era (see Toffler 1991a, 1991b,

1991c).

According to Klopper the production of narrative fiction became subsumed in cinematogra

phy as major medium of fictional narration at the onset of the information age, so that the

study of narrative fiction in book form now has to find its place relative to cinematographic

fictional narration, just as philology had to find its place relative to narrative texts over the

past two centuries.

According to Klopper the recent successes of films like HarT)' Potter and the Philosophers Stone

and Lord ofthe Rings, both based on popular fiction texts (Rowling 1997, and Tolkien 1991),

and the increased sale of these books in the wake of the films, show that cinematography has

not supplanted narrative fiction in text format, but that it has incorporated it in a mutual

benefit partnership.

The telecommunications infrastructure that makes electronic communica

tion possible

As far as oral comnrunication is concerned, the emergence and convergence of digital commu

nication technologies over the past two decades have played a major role in the perception of

young people that communicative aspects 0 f language are as important as, and more interesting

than, the study ofgrammar and literature.

•
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According to LeLoup & Ponterio 1995: hnp: I Iwww.cortland.edu I

www/freach/articles/nvscea.htrnl the telecommunications infrastructure has been developed to

such an extent in the past twenty years that contacts that once were quite difficult if not impos-

sible have now become commonplace. Telephone calls have become much easier and much less

expensive, foreign television images are accessible via satellite, foreign films can be bought or

rented on videocassette, fax machines link professionals from around the world, and through

the Internet one can routinely exchange ele=nic mail Ce-mail), texts, sounds, images, and even

video. These are no longer the tools of the future; they are the tools of today. Learners need to

develop competencies for participation in an information society, for the job skills of a global

economy, fur lifelong learning, and for personal pleasure. Exposure to, familiarity ",~t:h, and

regular use of information on the Internet is paramount to learners' and educators' professional

development.

The comodification of2!st century learning

LeLoup & Ponterio 1995: hnp://www.cortland.edu/www/freach/articles/nyscea.htrnl believe

that learners need to develop competencies for participation in an information society, for the

job skills of a global economy, for lifelong learning, and for personal pleasure. Exposure to, fa-

miliarity with, and regular use of information on the Internet are paramount to learners' and

educators' professional development.

According to Skinner 1999:126, education as part of the mathematically calculated market

economy must produce people to fill the appropriate niches. Wbere machines fill the niches

more effectively and efficiently, people must reskill or drop out. Where people are prepared to

do the same job fur less, industry must move to the more favourable location. The current ter-

minology for each of these is 'rationalisation', 'lifelong learning' and 'fleXible labour policies'.

South Mricans are currently faced with mounting levels of unemployment. The comodification
•

of education is not new but it may be the first time in history that a society has been prepared to
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rationalise education down to this simple deployment of isolated profit~ma.'<imising individuals.

Educationists and policy mal<ers are accepting these conceptual shifts.

The 21" century classroom

As the transition to a knowledge~based economy accelerates, learners must have access to

communication and information technologies in the classroom. \Vithout these tools, learners

will lack the necessary computer skills to compete in a digital world. Deplo}~ng computers in

classrooms and connecting them to the Internet will enhance the learning process by providing

learners and educators with aCCess to information and teaching materials from around the

world. In addition, as a result of the fiscal constraints and rising costs facing public schools, in~

formation technologies that offer new opportunities, efficiencies, and improvements in the edu~

cation process are highly desirable.

According to LeLoup & Ponterio 1995: http://www.cortIand.edu/

www/fi:each/articles/nyscea.htmI it is not suggested that every classroom needs to be outfitred

with the entire panoply of srate of the art electronics. Learners can have accounts and from

computers in their labs they can exchange e~mail \\~th other learners from around the world.

Since local learners cannot learn to use the network in school, only learners whose families have

the resources to provide electronic links at home have the opportunity to develop these skiIls.

Therefore the lack ofaccess in schools widens the gulfbetween the privileged and the economi~

cally disadvantaged in society. In addition to equipment purchases and network access, educa~

tors must receive additional training if they are to use these technologies and teach their learners

to use them.

•
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The impact of electronic communication on language teaching

As the role of language instruction in an overall school curriculum changes, altemative

scheduling methods are being explored, and many have far-reaching ramifications for lan

guage teaching.

Knight, S 1994: htt:p:llhi:1rc.hawaii.edu/NetWorks/N"\V03/k-Lhtml state that projects using

Internet resources can be exciting for educators and learners alike. The ubiquitous pen pal sce

nario takes on new meaning, as communication becomes nearly interactive due to the speed at

which e-mail "letters" are transferred. Many educators have already incorporated this aspect of

the Internet into their instruction and have generously related their experiences, expertise, and

suggestions.

Educators can devise creative cultural interchanges that make the language become even more

meaningful and alive to their learners. Ambitious learners can even create their own home page

on the Net complete ",~th photographs of themselves and detailed information about their

school and community.

Many websites exist that have links to foreign language resources all over the world. These Web

sites are usually produced and maintained by educators who have culled useful sources for in

struction from the Intemet. Educators can devise numerous activities for learners using the col

lection of Web sites, limited only by one's imagination. Learners can be given an assignment

such as finding a document, downloading the text, and summarising it for class presentation. In

a variety of language classes and levels such materials could range from an historical document

to a movie review. Learners could even be given leeway to incorporate their own interests into

the Internet search, providing an additional motivational factor.

•
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Integration ofsubjects

LeLoup & Ponterio 1995: htt;p:/I,,'WW.cortland.eduhlww/fteach/articles/nvscea.html sav that

taking advantage of the resources on the Internet can facilitate integration of other school

subjects with language learning. Educators can combine the study of language with current

events, lllstory, politics, and geography, for example.

Breaking barriers with electronic communication

LeLoup & Ponterio 1995: htt;p:/Iwww.cortland.edu/www/fteach/articles/nyscea.htmlstate

that another important use of electronic communications technologies of specific interest to

foreign language educators lies in the organisation of foreign exchange programs. Electronic

mail, in addition to fax and the telephone, has made it much more practical to exchange up to

the minute information ,,~th colleagues abroad and to reassure parents because the ability to

communi=e quickly and easily makes it seem that the foreign site is not quite so far away. As

better communication improves the organisation of such programs, more and more learners

are able to take advantage of these opportunities for foreign travel, improving the motivation

factor in language classes and perhaps even saving some language programs.

Internet relay chat

According to LeLoup & Ponterio 1995: htt;p:/Iwww.cortland.edu/

www/fteach/articles/nyscea.html Internet Relay Chat (IRC) and other chat systems allow a

number of users from around the world to communicate ,,~th each other in real time. Each of

the people connected to a chat area sees what any of the other participants has tjped and can

respond accordingly. The immediacy of these interactions creates an atmosphere of intimacy

that is in some ways similar to small group class work. The messages tjped can be saved and

later used in developing reports or other written assignments for the group. This activity has the

potenMl fur allowing learners from differegt schools to work together on projects.
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LeLoup & Ponterio 1995: htt;p:/Iw""w.cortland.edu/www/fteach/articles/nyscea.html says

that in addition, IRC encourages participation in spontaneous authentic contextual written

communication. Although the computer intimidates some learners, others report feeling freer to

participate and in Etct get more involved and ask more questions through the machine than in

person. As with most teaching tools, the success of"chat" sessions will certainly vary among

learners. Kimoto, L 1994: htt;p:/Imaxkade.miis.edu/JResources/communication.html reports

that some educators have reported seeing learners find chat sessions and participate on their

own, conversing with other learners from all over the wodd

According to LeLoup & Ponterio 1995: htt;p:/Iwww.cortland.edu/

w""w/fteachlartides/nvscea.httnl Multi-user dimension, Object Orientated Environment

(MOOs) are similar to chat sessions in that they are configured as areas with rooms in which

participants can communicate ""~th each other. A MOO also has a theme and a "virtual reality"

that the "visitors" create through their participation in role-playin& as in a gpme.

Chat rooms are housed on some server that maintains these virtual rooms. Cybertown Plaza is

an example of an interactive chat room. Users are presented with the webpage below (figure 2)

and they can click on active links on the picture in order to enter into conversations of their

choice.

•
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Figure 2

Video conferencing

According to LeLoup & Ponterio 1995: htt;p:f /,,'ww.cortland.edui

\vww/freach/articlesinvscea.htrnl another innovation U1 electronic communication technology

is on-line two-way video conferencing. The advent of sofrware to permit video conferencing

over the Internet will eventually bring it within the reach of language learners. Video links be

tween classrooms for distance leamffig have been possible for some time, but real two-way links

are not common and are generally too expen,,;ve for the tight budgets within which most educa

tors must work. With sofrware such as Comell's CU-SeeMe, it will some day be feasible to allow

learners from across the world to intet\"iew each other in an authentic face-to-face conversation.

Although most network connections now in place are inadequate to this task, the future in

which this will be a reality is not so far away.

Access to computer technology

LeLoup & Ponterio 1995: htt;p:i/www.cortland.edu/.".."..CV"/ freach / articles / Q\·scea.htrnl state

that computer o'W"llership is highly correlated to family income and education. Therefore, public

institutions will play a critical role in assw:iiJ.g public access to the economic and social benefits

of the Infonnation Age, especially for those who do not have computers at home. Low-income
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groups and rural areas tend to have less access to information technology at home and in public

schools and libraties.

Virtual libraries

LeLoup & Ponterio 1995: ht1p:lI\\ww.cortland.edu;","ww/fteach/articles/nyscea.html state

that public libraries have traditionally served as a repository of information for citizens. In the

Information Age, libraries will play an increasingly important role because a changing econ

omy requires that workers continuously learn new skills. Connecting libraries to the Internet is

critical to ensuring that allleamers can obtain information and services and benefit from life

long leaming opportunities, regardless of economic circumstances and gengraphy. Individuals

who are well trained in using information technology gain important economic benefits.

Libraries augment ordinary books with digital electronic texts available on an institution's

Intranet, and with online subscriptions to current affairs journals and scholarly joumals via the

Internet. Contract access to Encyclopaedia Britanica, Scientific American online, National

Geographic and Neuro Science for Kids is availwle from virtual libraries.

Virtual libraries overcome "bricks and mortar" library limitations.

Health care organisations

According to LeLoup & Ponterio 1995: ht1p:/Iwww.cortland.edu/

www/fteach/articles/nyscea.html in health care, information technology is also playing an in

creasingly important role in helping people access quality health care and in enwling health care

providers to streamline their eligibility determination and billing procedures. These cost reduc

tions in the health care industry will flow to patients, employers, and government. Advances in

data storage and communications tech..1.ologies are also improving access to quality health care

services through applications such as telem,f'clicine.
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The information age

LeLoup & Ponterio 1995: http://www.cortland.edu/www/fteach/articles/nvscea.htmlstate

th3t the t2pid development of communicnions and infonnation technologies her.l1ds an age of

enormous economic and social opportunities. The Information Age has arrived. Powerful and

revolutionary technological and economic forces are driving a transformation of our economy

and our lives as the tigors of competition increasingly supplant a system of regulated monopo-

lies. The most dominant forces are:

o Technological advances (e.g., digital compression, more powerful computers, and new

wireless services)

o Decreasing prices for computers and telecommunications services

o The convergence of information and communications services and technologies

The information age has ushered in new generation ofworking environments. Offices have be-

come smaller and even decenttalised beclUse of the advent of offices. Many people are using

their homes as offices because of advwced communication enabled by the Internet and extra-

net

HirtAnd Carter (PT¥) LTD (Durban): a case study

Hirt And Carter (PTY) LID (Durban) is w example a new generation that depicts integration

of working environments due to revolution in digital communication. I used this company as a

case study to show how integration of manpower wd skills can be inc01porated under one

building because of advancements in digital communication. flirt & Carter incorpornes e-

commerce empowered companies that integr3te its various working environments electronically

by utilising the revolution in digital communication. These satellite companies function interde-

•
pendently yet autonomously. These companies provide in-house services for one another 3t cost
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and by referring prospective clients to one another they can maintain their fmancial viability.

The mother company houses the following subsidiaries:

o Rob Print - TIlls company is involved in high tech printing, using digital scanners and

printers than print at extremely high speeds.

o Fast Print - TIlls company speci2lises in silk screen printing.

o Pixel Arts - This company is involved in sales and support ofcomputer equipment.

o Rirt & Carter instant - Ths company is involved in large format digital design.

o Hirt & Carter Training - Ths company is responsible for overall training of personnel

for all satellite companies. They focus on the folluwing fields of training Desktop Pub

lishing (DTP), grnphic design and web design.

o Lava Flow - TIlls company is involved in web page design. It has an ultra modern

sound and video laboratory. They produce computer-generated advertising for prestige

comparues.

o Germys - TIlls company focuses on digital photography.

One ofHirt and Carter's major clients are the "Spar Supermarkets". Rirt & Carter compiles ad

verts for Spar. Hirt & Carter have installed software on computers of both companies. Ths

software enables both companies to do business faster and efficiendy ,,~thout the need to

physically meet each other. Digital communication and electronic publishing is used to do all the

communication.

V/hen Spar requires an advert for a product (for example dog food), it makes a digital request

via the extranet ID Gerrays. Gerrays will crette a sample "<ivert and most probably refer them to
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a digital library that is housed by Hirt & Carter. The digital library houses preset templates rele

vant to specific companies and an image database that can give clients the opportunity to

browse "ideas". Overall sampling, conferencing and confirmation of orders are done virtually

and are not restricted by geogrnphical boundaries and time.

Hein Jooker, the companies' integration manager, explains that electronic transfer of informa

tion is enabled by the use ofISDN.

Hirt & Carter is an example the powerful influence of digital communication on integration of

business in order to allow companies to be economically viable on their own. They are able to

render services to one another before being outsourced. W'hiIst one company creates digital ad

verts of supermarkets such as Spar, another company does the printing and another company

prepares television adverts for the same company and another company may do the street bill

boards for the same client.

The salient features of such integration are that such companies often tender for contracts on

the Internet. If a contract is successful then communication is done electronically. This expe

dites processing and corri>letion of the job at hand. Management does not have to physically go

on the floor. Inspection of job performance is enabled virtually.

Web cameras are used to monitor progress ofwork: done by management and by the customer.

Ths allows the customer to be in any part of the world and still be able to inspect the quality of

products being produced. Digital communication allows Hirt & Carter the ability to take on

high-end jobs at quick notice from customers across the globe.

The "Hirt & Carter" case study displays changes in management strategies as a result of ad

vances in digital communication. Managers do not have to be physically on the floor. Job in

spection and progress can be monitored m the Internet or extranet.
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Conclusion

This chapter demonstrates that Electronic Communication has an impact on all spheres of life

and as such, its implementation in the FET bmd of the Communication Science curricula will

enSUre that learners are adequately prepared to enter the vocational world with the necessarv

confidence and skills.

Learners need to develop competencies for participation in an information society, for the job

skills ofa global economy, for lifelong learning, and fur personal pleasure. Exposure to, familiar-

ity with, and regular use of information on the Internet are paramount to learners' and educa-

tors' professional development. Electronic Communication has modified 21" Century learning. I

have effectively demonstrated that the diminishing demand for the study ofgrammar and litera-

ture among learners needs to be supplemented by the relevant science ofcommunication

As the transition to a knowledge-based economy accelerates, learners must have access to

communication and information technologies in the classroom. Without these tools, learners

will lack the necessary computer skills to compete in a digital world. Deploying computers in

classrooms and connecting them to the Internet will enhance the learning process by providing

learners and educators with access to information and teaching materials from around the

world

The impact of electronic communication on language teaching has transformed the way we

write and communicate. Electronic Communication CID facilitate integration of other school

subjects with language learning. Educators can combine the study of language with current

events, history, politics, and geography using Communication Science as the effective bridge

between learning areas.

I have used the case study of 'Thrt & Carter" to illustrate how Electronic Communication has
•

transformed the way in which we work. The case study effectively portrays how Electronic
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Communication can transcend barriers of time and distance. The case study has also been in

cluded to demonstrate the need to equip learners in the FET phase for real life skills.

With advanced information technology, we not only can benefit economically but also can en

hance the overall quality of life. We can create a government that costs less and is more respon

sive to public needs. We can improve the delivery of quality health care through technologies

that allow rural and remote communities to have access to specialists in urban medical centres.

We can and should improve access to education for those in rural, remote, and disadvantaged

areas because no child should be deprived ofequitable opportunities for education.

In order to help prepare and train much of tomorrow's labour force, educational institutions will

need to be equipped with information technologies and communications networks that are inte

gral to these processes. The availability if communication science in the further education and

training band of the school curricula will create awareness within the learner of factors that con

rributes to success in life vocations. Electronic communications relate to life skills orientations

will have a worldview of vocation structures available to them. Communication, as reflected in

this chapter is about skil!.s. Learners who do not learn to use computers and information tech

nology in schools ",-ill not be competitive in the job market.

In the ne-'tt chapter I will discuss Internet Communication in South African schools.

•
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Chapter 6

INTERc"'ET COM:'>lIDflCATION IN SaU1H AFRIC.ll.l'i SCHOOLS

Introduction

There is a perception that the mix of first and third world conditions in South Africa is hin~

dering the progress of digital communication in the rainbow nation. In this chapter I will

show how problems of isolation, especially in rural communities, can be overcome by the use

of digital electronic communication, and why this form of communication should form part

of a Communication Science curriculum in the FET band.

The rural-urban divide in South African education

South Africa can be characterised as a country where people in urban environments suffer from

cognitive over-stimulation, caused by information overload, while at the same time rutal people

suffer from cognitive under-stimulation. It is not unusual to find an urbanite engaged in conver~

sations with more than one-person at the same time while watching television, listening to the

radio or driving in a busy street. Audiovisual stimuli are presented almost everywhere in cities

and constantly tug at our sub-consciousness.

At the same time rutal inhabitants complain of the drudgery ofdaily routine, ",ith nothing to do

for recreation after work or duting weekends. TIlls has led to a century and a half of steady mi

gration from rural areas to cities. \'\7hen rural people move to the urban areas they of course are

even more prone to suffer from an information overload than their urban counterparts. If a

person does not have the ability to grasp this information, information becomes the equivalent

of noise. People ",ho are subjected to infurmation overload display stress syrnprorns. The
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knowledge that a child from a rural area has is not inferior to that of an urban child, just differ

ent, because knowledge is optimised for the environment in which a person subsists.

In order to minimise the disparity of opportunities at the disposal of urban and rural children

we need to introduce them to digitally relevant information. This has been accomplished in the

Techoology learning area in the GET band by using a low-tech approach to the subject. The

child can come to some lmderstanding of technology in the school. Understanding of low tech

nology is however not enough for learners in the PET band. One form ofhigh technology that

is available to study in present-day FET curricula is information technology, or its communica

tion-based equivalent electronic communication.

Computers in South Africa

Computers are increasingly resh2ping the kind of country we live in. This chapter shines a light

on the role that computers play in widening sociill. gaps between the haves and the have-nots,

and how the promotion of electronic communication can help narrow the digital divide. By

providing equitable and meaningful access to communication technology we can ensure that all

children have a foothold in 21" Century modes of communication. It is only after access to

communication technology is assured that computer literacy can begin. Access is not simply

having access to up-to-date technology; it should also includes access to qualified educators, ap

propriate software and Web content, as well as a climate of learning, which fosters inclusion.

Inregral to this issue is the quality and quantity ofaccess.

Most South African families do not have a home computer, malcing friends' computers, work

computers and educational institutions their only access points to computer literacy training,

let alone access to electronic communication over the Internet. Yet with educational resources

determined bvad hoc amounts, such as occasional funding provided by the DoE, by fundrais

ing drives, or funds provided by school gbverning bodies, the divide is growing between up-
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market schools that can afford to install and computer networks and schools in economically

depressed areas that cannot afford such facilities.

Computer technology is not a silver bullet for whatever may be ailing public education today.

Computers are tools, not ends in themselves. The challenge is to make sure that we don't be

come slaves to our tools. Ifwe are wiring our classrooms, we have a choice: either that we leave

it totally to the market resources of each schoo~ or we establish that this is a set of tools that

develop and cultivate a set of expertise that we want allleamers to have. This becomes the new

baseline fur what it means to have basic educational skills that we want learners to leave high

school ,,~th.

Ifwe go with the fonner, that is, wealthy schools can have it, just like they may have more uni

forms for the foothall team and newer textl1ooks, then we say that those learners who have

greater advantages at the beginning will have even greater advantages at the end. They,,~ know

much more about the basic tools of opportunity, of wealth creation, of political engagement

that we'll be having in the 21st century.

If we go the other way and we establish that these are the new tools of opportunity, then we

have a heavy burden. One will have to ensure that electronic tools of learning are used effec

tively, that they form part ofpattern ofoverall wise investment.

Creating a virtual planet

According to Dogar & Power 2000:89, an information divide still hutts the prospects of the

planet's poorest people. But where there is literacy, and even a small amount of capital, the

Internet has created a cyber land of opportuoity for poor people that got access to it. Power fur

ther goes on to say that many Ugandan vill>Jgers have solar panels rigged on to the roof of their

huts in order to power satellite links to the"Intemet. These Ugandan villagers are an anomaly in
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Africa, but one that shows that Mrica need not be on the wrong side of the digital divide. Afri

cans represent a minuscule portion ofthe worlds wired Of the estimated 6 billion people on the

planet about 2 billion people on the planet have never made a phone call, let alone dialled in to

the Internet.

An African village with a net connection represents cyber enthusiasts' greatest hope--that the

new world currently being created onIine will be bound not by geography but by technology.

That dream has already come true in parts 0 f the developed world, where teleconunuting, bor

dedess business and 24-hour connectivity are taken for granted by a mobile executive class. The

challenge for the next decade is to make sure that the rest of the planet does not get left behind.

Efforts to globalise South Africa

Sebe Zwane is the information officer who is responsible for information dissemination in the

Government communication and information system of South Africa (GCIS). According to

Zwane GCIS is on the verge of launching a project of connecting rural South Africans to com

munications networks. The GCIS is working in conjunction with the Department of Communi

cation and Teleconununication of South Africa Multipurpose centres (MPPq will be set up in

municipal districts where people can visit these centres to gain access to communication sys

terns. These MPPCs will operate on the similar principles as hbraties.

A pilot phase of a l\fPPC is already in operation in a rural area at Adarns Mission, south ofDur

ban, with the intention of resolving implementation problems before the process is implanted

countrywide. This centre has telephone facilities; fax facilities, computer and Internet facilities.

The aim is to make inronnation and electronic communication easily accessible to people who

are far removed from the urban environment, thereby eliminating the digital divide between ur

ban and rural communities.
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The first phase ofimplementation of the actual project will be officially launched in March 2002

in the Umkhanyakude district in northern KwaZulu-Natal. The project is referred to as 'Mbaz

wane: after the name of the rural settlement in the Umkhanyakude district where it will be

launched. This MPPC w:ill boast the following facilities: telephone, fax, computer and Internet.

Provision is also being made to house all government documents on a website so that people in

rural communities do not have to rmke long journeys to government offices to collect,

fiIl/ complete or return such documents. All this w:ill be done on the Internet

The GCIS also has plans to set up community media support centres in rural areas. The aim of

this project is to get the community involved in setting up their ovm local radio stations and lo

cal newspaper. The idea is to provide a support system for members of the community. This

type of communication will assist in promoting local business, promoting entrepreneurship and

encouragmg support of local non-government organisations such as senior citizens and

churches.

The above-mentioned information indicates that the full spectrum of the envisaged Communi

cation Science and Media Studies modules can be implemented in the Language, Literacy and

Communication learning area in the Further Education and Training band, so that particularly

technology-based modules will not become the privilege ofleamers in urban communities.

According to Quadir 2000:84 successful business realise that the broader the base of t21ented

workers and prosperous customers, the greater their own rewards. Henry Ford made cars

cheaper so that lower-income people could afford them. Mohammad Yunus founded Grameen

Bank in Bangladesh to rmke loans to poor people to start micro enterprises. Today similar op

portunities exist worldwide. New computing and communication technologies offer an un

precedented chance to create vast new markets ",-bile lifting billions out of poverty. According

to Quadir India has talren great strides in reducing the cost of electronic communication so that
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even the poor could communicate using cell phones. Such initiatives have fed through to new

investment and more business start-ups. The crucial poverty in the world today is one of imagi

nation.

According to Booth 2000:8 there is a concerted effort in South Africa to pro,~de telecommuni

cations to people in previously under serviced areas. Vodacom's subsidised public-access com

munity phones are generating in excess of 30 million calls per month in South Africa's disadvan

taged areas at affordable rate for the users

Myeka High School: a case study

In the Valley of a Thousand Hills is, Myeka High School, one of more than 16 400 schools in

South Africa without electricity. From this fact one will assume that it also is without the

sophisticated technologies that are today accepted as standard in the modern world. (Highway

Mail., 15 September 2000)

In 2000 Myeka High School was selected as a prototype school by a number of org.misations

that have successfully implemented a cocktail of technologies whereby it can now harness the

Internet and introduce remote access to information resources for its 850 pupilS.

This project is the collaborative effort of a Texas based funding organisation (Solar Electric

Light Fund) SELF, Dell Computers South Africa, four local academic institutions (the Universi

ties of Natal, Pietermaritzburg campus, the University of Durban-Wesrville, the University of

Zululand, Durban-Umlazi campus and Mangosuthu Technikon, and finally, a Durban based

non-profit service provider, Solar Engineering Services.

Through the convergence of solar, cellular and satellite technologies (a first in South Aftican

Schools), Myeka boasts a computer laboratory equipped with the latest in PC technology spon

sored by Dell Computer to the value ofmore than R70 000.
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The classroom comprises five personal computers linked to 20 monitors. The environment is

sophisticated because it was not a simple matter of plugging the computers into a wall socket

and connecting to the Internet via the phone line. The school is located in a remote area that

does not have electricity or any telephone links.

Solar panels were erected by a Durban based non-profit organisation, Solar Engineering Ser

vices. Greg Austin, the company's rural electrification manager ensured that the Dell computers

were connected in a specific configuration saving 44% of the power that would be required if

they were connected individually.

A hybrid system ofpower sources is used to fuel the computers. Solar power is used in conjunc

tion with a low-tech biogas generating plant that converts toilet effluent to methane gas, \vhich

is then used as energy source.

~ben Gareth Martin, the South African Managing Director of Dell Computers, visited the

school in the course of 2000 to ascertain what his company's contribution had achieved, he

commented that while it was easy to just donate computer equipment, a more engaged ap

proach should be followed. Consequently Dell Computers have now become involved in eight

other projects involving educational institutions thanks to of the technological breakthrough at

MyekaHigh.

To enable Internet connectivity cellular technology was used for outgoing signals and satellite

technology provided by InfoSat was used to transmit incoming signals. This technology can be

used anywhere in the world through the combination of solar, cellular and satellite technologies.

It is cost effective where there are no modem facilities available.
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The corporate social investment role ofTelkom in the promotion of digital

communication

According to the Telkom Foundation 2001: http:! hvww.teIkomfoundation.co.za/homes.asp it

has been proactively involved in improving the quality of life of South African communities.

Fanning part of the public relations activities of TeIkom, this foundation is active in promoting

science and mathematics in disadvantaged communities as part of its social investment mandate.

To this effect TeIkom hllS committed Rl00 million over a five-year petiod on boosting the qual

ity 0 f the mathematics, science and technical education in disadvantaged communities, and sup

porting social development through childcare and job creation.

According to the information on the above-mentioned website T elkom, as a major participant

in the technology sector, is committed to improving the quality of teaching and learning in the

country. In its effotts to fulfil its commitment to address disparities between the rich and poor,

urban and mral communities, the Telkom Foundation, is reaching thousands of disadvantaged

South Africans through its community development programmes.

The mission of the TeIkom Foundation is to pm-actively identify, develop and implement com

munity development initiatives, which respond directly to the needs of the communities, which

lack infrastructure, services and skills, through sustainable community programmes. The

TeIkom Foundation foroses on Education,Job Creation and Childcare.

In identifyingprojecrs to fund from their five-year budget of RlOO-million, starting in 1998, the

Telkom Foundation follows clear-cut criteria. According to the Foundation 2001:

http://www.teIkomfoundation.co.za/homes.asp. TeIkom has spent in excess of R120 000 in

stalling the latest computer hardware and software at St Francis College, one of 138 schools in

KZl'-', among 1 338 schools nationally~ has benefited from this initiative. In the case of St
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Francis College this entails sponsoring 21 computers as well as free access to the Internet for a

12-month period via three lines for Internet dial-up access. The school, which caters for pupils

from Grades 8 to 12 (Standard 6 to Matric), has produced several distinguished black leaders in

politics, sport, culture and business, including Telkom CEO, Sizwe Nxasana.

In 2001 Telkom's R450 000 investment in eight computer centres benefited 137 schools in 00-

der-serviced areas of KwaZulu-Natal and East Griqualand, and connected more than 100 000

pupils to the Internet.

Conclusion

From the above-mentioned informarion it is clear that a combination of technologies exists in

South Africa today, and that policies are in place to give rural people access to electronic com-

murucation facilities. The Myeka case study, and the Telkom Foundation initiative demonstrate

that electronic communication is within reach ofeven the remotest rural schools.

With the aid of the media and other channels of dissemination policy makers need to create an

awareness that electronic communication is of primary importance in bringing South African

schools in line \\~th current global educational trends.

The involvement of local and multi-national corporations in financing electronic learning net-

works, as part of their cooperate social investment policies, needs to explored more vigorously

to the benefit of South Africans who do not yet have access to electronic communication re-

sources. The Myeka project has proven to be a success because of collaboration between and

international funding organisation, the loc21 arm of a computer manufacturer, four local aca-

demic institutions and a local non-profit specialist service provider. 'Ibis is a successfullear in

terms of ensuring that rur21 South Africa becomes part of the global village. The project indi-

cates an overall application of modem technology to overcome grass root problems
•
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In the following d12pter I will ex2mine the role of communication in OBE.

•
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Chapter 7

THE CRUCIAL ROLE OF COMMUNICATION IN OBE

Introduction

According to Mayer 1999: 59 only the insect B/aJtq/'hqgagroJoromm pollinates the fig tree. The lava

of the insect lives in the ovary of the fig tree, and there it gets its food. The tree and the insect

are therefore heavily interdependent: the tree cannot reproduce without the insect; the insect

cannot eat without the tree; together, they constitute not only a feasible but also a productive

and flourishing partnership. TIlls cooperative living together in intimate association, or even

close union, of two dissimilar organisms is called symbiosis.

Similarly there exists a symbiotic relationship between Communication and Outcomes-Based

Education. The purpose of this chapter is to analyse this intimate relationship between Com

munication and Outcomes-Based Education.

Basic communication in teaching

Introduction

According to Hamm 2002: http://sheridancenter.stg.brown.edu/publications/ presS

k:ills.shtml#basic the purpose ofcommunication is to transmit a message about our experiences

or perceptions and to express our point of view about those experiences and perceptions. A

educator attempts to aid the learners in understanding the meaning of the message through the

use of mho! ""d nonmva! communication. Language and words are symbolic they represent

ideas and things and are the verbal tools the educator uses to convey the true message the

meaning of the words to the audience. The speaker also uses nonverbal tools attitude, actions,

and appearance to share the meaning with,the audience. An inspired presentation leaves the au-
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dience imbued with a real unders=ding of the meaning of the spmer's message, not merely

superficial comprehension 0 f the words used.

The fundamentals ofcommunication

Hamm 2002: htl;p: IIsheridancenter.stg.brown.edu/publicationsl presSkills.shtml #basic further

states that communication is a complex process, but a communication system is often catego

rised into six main components. The six components and their public speaking analogs are:

o Transmitter: Speaker

o Channels: Senses: speech, hearing. seeing. etc.

o Message: Spmer's topic

o Receiver: Audience

o Noise: Internal and external factors that affect message reception by audience: e.g., day

dreaming, traffic noise, etc.

o Feedback: Audience reaction

Ofthe six components listed, the speaker has immediate control over only three: self, the meth

ods of communication chosen (visual, auditory, etc.), and the message itself. The spmer can

influence, but not control, the last three components: the audience, distractions, and audience

response. It is the speaker's role to forus attention on the audience to enhance the probability of

the receipt of the message. lbis is done by selecting the type of communication pertinent to the

message, establishing a point-of-view, and communicating its meaning to the audience.

To be effective, the speaker must consciously choose not only the subject matter of the presen

tation, but the personal impression being .mde and the thetorical tools being used. The speaker
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must assess his or her audience and decide how best to reach them both yerbally and nonyer-

bally.

Fostering collaboration skills

Hamm 2002: http://shetidancenter.stg.brmvn.edu/publications/presSkills.shtrnl #basic states

that collaboration means working effectively ,,~th others to achieve a common goal. Communica

tion with peers and educators is one prerequisite to successful collaboration. Basic collaborative

skills include those required for management, supervision and participation in-group activities.

The follo,,~ngcollaborative skills are identified:

o Bringing new members into the group

o Assigning work tasks to members of the group under your supervision

o i\.sessing the progress ofwork per£onned by the members of the group

o KnoMfig what the group's outcomes are and what it will take to satislY these outcomes

o Making and grounding assessments

o Participaring in an effective review meeting

Added to these is, ofcourse, the ability to get along with one's colleagues! These skills must be

come part of the currirulum for Communication in an OBE enyironment In addition to the

basic skills listed above, specific collaborative roles can be identified; two examples are given

below.

Fad/itator. It may be fruitful to view the learner's collaborative role as that ofa jadutator. Facilita

tion can apply to all sorts of activities. Leamers may be required to fucilitate their own develop-

•
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ment efforts. It is often important for the fadlitatorto take a back seat when it comes to discus

sion ofparticular issues, so as to retain a position ofimpartlllity.

Cata!Yst. It is obvious that certain project teams work together more smoothly and more success

fully than others. The catalyst is an individual who improves communication between team

members and generally helps to create an optimistic mood. The cata!Ystis often not officially in a

management position, but nevertheless manages to influence the thinking of other team mem

bers and helps to produce a positive outcome. A positive outlook and generally optimistic atti

tude can be one of the chief critical success factors, which detennine the difference between

success and failure in a project. Perhaps even leaming how to be a catalyst should be on the cur

riculum.

Nurturing comm.mication skills

I believe that communication will aid interaction between the facilitators of OBE and the leam

ers. Effective communication between learners, educators and other role players is important if

fundamental errors in a new system are to be avoided

Very few computing learners are trained to inte'Pret non-verbal communication. It is often as

sumed that proponents will find it easy to express their requirements verbally, and when re

quirements fail to come up to scratch, blarne may be placed on the learners rather than on the

proponents.

Communication and collaboration in the curriculum

Existing courses in languages and computer studies are product-oriented rather th;m process

oriented. They focus on end results - the informarion systems - rather th;m the processes used

to arrive at them. They also concentrate on technical rather than social aspects.
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Practical skills, especially colliborati,e ones, C2n be de,eloped best through practice. Teamwork

2nd role-playing exercises are therefore fruitful. Learners benefit greatly from practical commu

nication exercises, such as malcing presentations and then discussing their perfonnance ,,~th

their peers. Theory is relev2nt too, in areas such as Arts and culture, body language and group

dynamics. The learner is therefore gi,en a framework for increasing the effectiveness of his or

her own communication.

The model of OBE

According to Van der Horst and McDonald 1997: 19 there is no single, authoritative model for

Outcomes-Based Education. Frameworks for OBE share an emphasis on observable, measur

able outcomes and the belief that "n learners can learn.

William Spady's model for OBE urges schools to generate "exit outcomes" based on the chal

lenges and opportunities that learners will face after graduation, and then begin to "design

down" from the outcomes for all other a:-'-peets ofeducation21 delivery.

A key component of Spady's model is expanded opportunity 2nd instructional support. Learn

ers are given more time if needed to master material, and they are 0 ffered second chwces or

given a grade of Incomplete until they succeed Educators use "coaching" as well as grouping

and team teaching to provide additional assistance.

The crucial role ofcommunication across the OBE learning areas

In this section I will btiefly outline the eight learning areas of Curriculum 2005, and emphasise

the place and role of communication in them - panicularly in the Language, Lteracy and

Communication learning area.

•
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Language, Literacyand Communication

According to Lubisi et al1998:60-61 people interact with the world and each other through lan

guage. They f!JJ on to say that the more we are able to communicate, the better we are able to

undersrand each other. Improved communication can only lead to a South Africa free from in

tolerance, misunderstandings and prejudice, which is the focus ofthis learning area.

Numeracy andMathematics

Numeracy and mathematics is a way of understanding the world. Maths encourages logical

thinking, problem SOlvlllg and teaches people analytical skills that will allow them to make criti

cal decisions. TIlls learning area will equip learners to cope ,,~th a rapidly changing technological

environment. "With the diversity of cultures coming together in our South African classrooms it

is imperative that communication skills be improved in order to facilitate the acquisition of nu

meracy and mathematical skills.

Human and Social Sciences

South Africa needs responsible citizens who are able to operate in a culturally diverse, democ

ratic society. Human and Social Sciences is therefore an important area of study. Here learners

willleam how to interact with each other and the environment. In order to foster interaction

with one another educators and learners need to acquire skills in inteIPersonal communication.

Int~ersonal communication involves communication between individuals e.g. communication

between educator and learner.

Natural Sciences

In order to manage the resources of the world effectively, people need to understand the uni

verse - both natural and created by people. This learning area will equip learners ",~th the ability

to understand our natural resources and manage them effectively. Increasing the development

of sustainable resources and the access of"rdinary people to such resources is becoming an im-
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POrtlnt theme in the natural sciences. Public communication plays an important role in the con-

sultation and negotiation process to determine the needs of ordinary people. At the same time

mass communication (the print media, radio and television) are becoming important tools in

informing ordinary people about developments in the natural sciences that affect their lives.

Arts and Culture

.
Culture and the arts are important areas of life. Through developing creativity and e."ploring the

diverse cullIrres that exist, the spiritual, intellectual and emotional aspects of our personalities

will be promoted. Intercultural communication skills are a prerequisite in excelling in the arts

and culture learning area.

Economic andManagement Sciences

South Africa needs to have a sustainable economic plan in order to survive. The Economic and

Management Sciences develop all people into economically active citizens able to participate in

and lead the economic development of our country.

Access to the institutions that manage the South African economy is a basic desire and demand

of all citizens. Effective small group communication skills are effective for barter and trade in

the infonnal sector of the economy. Communication through the mass media play an importlnt

role in the funnal economy where products are advertised, share prices are listed, unfolding

economic trends are debated and economic policy is assessed. Without these furms of commu-

rtication there "',;]] be no economy to manage scientifically.

Life Orientation

We live in a rapidly changing society. To cope with these challenges, learners need to develop

life skills. Life Orientation includes the building of self-esteem, survival skills and healthy life-

style.
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The development of life orientation skills has two facets: A social process where the individual

negotiates his/her position in the social hierarchy of the local community where s/he subsists.

An equally important aspect of the development of life orientation skills is mastery of intraper

sonal skills, which allows the indi,~dual to engage in realistic self-assessment ,,~th regard to

her/his knowledge and skills and her/his relationship to others in her/his local community.

Technology

We live in a technically advanced society. Without accessing this new technology, we v.~1l be un

able to compete internationally. TIlls learning area ,,~ promote all aspects of technology: plan

ning, design, and manufueturing.

Digital communication is used in almost all forms of modern technology. Most technical in

struments and trulChines are computer based =d communicate with each other or with humans

in digital format. There exists a powerful link between digital communication and technology

education, industry and the medical world. Machines can be controlled remotely from close

proximity or across the globe. Surgeons can perfonn operations on patients even if they are

situated in different countries. Humans communicate digitally with robots, which in turn com

municate with other robots in order to faciIitate mass production ofcars.

Technology and communication are inseparable. In order to fucilitate technological growth in

this country communication channels need to be developed and sustained through education.

The crucial role ofcommunication during assessment

Continuous assessment

According to Manganyi 1997(a): ht!F:l!www.politr·org.za/govdocs/misc/curr2005.htmlthe

Continuous Assessment Model (CASS) has been proposed as an assessment model for South

Africa.
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The practice of continuous assessment "ill underpin all assessment across all education and

training bands at all levels. Therefore the paradigm shift from promotion decisions based on the

results of a single test or examination (summative evaluation) "ill be replaced by the ongoing

formative assessment of the learner. Ths will enable the educator to monitor the strengths and

weaknesses of the learners' performance. Recorded evidence on the learner's progressive

achievement "ill include portfolios of the learners work, as well as documented records of the

educator's appraisals, both verbal and scored on which promotion decisions "illbe made.

All assessment will be underpinned by the ctiteria ofthe critical and specific learning outcomes.

The emphasis of assessment will therefore be placed on formative assessment of rbe learners

work over a period of rime, rather than on performance in a once-off achievement-based ex

amination.

It is vital that educators should not merely interpret CASS as being the culmination ofa series of

traditional test results. Assessment should, however, be aimed at knowledge, skills and attitudes.

A formative assessment model, which rests 011 the principle of continuous assessment, will in

clude using the following"assessment methods:

o Conrinuous (fonnative) assessment

o Diagnostic assessment

o Achievement-based assessment

o Selfassessment

o Peer assessment

o Portfolio assessment •
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o Performance assessment

o Observation Sheets

o Journ21s

o Educator made tests

o Assessment ofPrior Learning.

The principle of criterion-referenced assessment will underpin all classroom assessment i.e.

measuring individu2l performance agmnst the defined NQF standards.

According to Stuter 1996: http://www.icehouse.net/lmstuterlp~.htm assessment is

also a te2Ching tool, structured to instruct learners as well as assess. They also teach to the test,

providing information then directly assessing learners on the information provided. There are

several types ofassessment

o Alumatire assessments is a catch all term for assessments that depart from the traditional

multiple choice, norm-referenced tests;

o Performance assessments measure content and process - what the child knows and ,<In do;

o PortfOlio assessment is a picture of the learners classroom work over time, much as the art

ist's portfolio ofbest pictures drawn;

Anthentk assessments are assessments based in the context of soda! ismes - simulations of prob

lems, issues, or challenges that a person might encounter in real life.

The old system ofassessment had three key characteristics:

•
o It focused on the input by educators and learners;
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o It assessed learners' learning by comparing individual le2ffiers against a nonn;

o It used assessment primarily in a summative way (to measure what learners had learnt at

the end of the process).

Outcomes based assessment on the other hand focuses on the outcomes that learners demon

strate after learning, it asses by comparing individual le:uner's work to a set of criteria (called

learning outcomes) an it uses assessment primarily in a formative way (as a means of improving

the learner's ability to learn duting the learning process).

Feedback loops are deeply entrenched in continuous assessment. _Any place that has feedback

loops has communication. All forms of assessment, whether class tests., oral assessment, a final

examination or portfolio evaluation should contain feedback loops from assessor to learner.

From this it can be concluded that assessment is a fonn of communication.

The concept ofcontinuous assessment is that the learner must get feedback from the assessor.

None of the forms of assessment are authentic if there is no feedback to the learner. In all

forms of assessment outcomes and forms of assessment must be stated upfront. Learners rrmst

be informed as to what extent they have achieved outcomes.

Conclusion

OBE is a very sophisticated approach to learning. It requires a tange ofcommunication skills on

the part of both the educators and learners. Communication plays a crucial role in continuous

assessment. It is embedded in all fonns ofassessment

OBE enClils the use of different fonns of communication. As explained in this chapter, there

are alliances between all the learning areas in OBE and communication.

•
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Persuasi01l is an irnpOrt211t part of communication, which the educator uses to motivate leam

ers. In order for motivation to take place, the status of the educator is not fore grounded. If the

educator is, however, involved the process of asserting order and discipline or forrnally assess

ing the learner, the higher the status of the educator must be fore grounded for such activities to

succeed.

In the follO\ving chapter I \Vcill e."arnine benefits of Communication Science to subjects in other

leaming areas.

•
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Chapter 8

B&'IEFITS OF CO~lMUNIO\TIONSCIENCE To SUBJECTS IN OTHER IEA~'IINGAREAS

Preview

In this chapter I will disruss how communication science could fonn part of the school sylla-

bus. I will illustrate the outcomes, which all learners need to achieve in order to become Iife-

long learners. These outcomes will help them reach their goals in their individual and working

lives. The outcomes are relevant across all learning areas and it is therefore imperative that

educators instil these values, knowledge and skills in their learners.

The interrelatedness ofknowledge

It is clear that the language-using mind is dynamic, not only in its ability to produce and com-

prehend texts, but also in its adaptability to new infonnation. According to Lamb 1999: 206 this

relatively uncreative process may be called guidedstntdun! building in which the incoming message

tells the hearer's system just where to connect new "ection,' and what they must be connected to.

Probably all new structure is metaphorical to some extent in the sense of having shared proper-

ties with already existing structures. The relatively less crearive process of structure building is

that which departs only slightly from its exemplars, with substitutions based on high degrees of

similarity, while the more highly creative build on more tenuous strands of similarity as in the

case of"hearth dog" for a dog that mostly lies in front of the fire.

Lamb 1999: 216 goes on to say that if the learning process does work in the way proposed here,

it can account for the adaptability of the system throughout its life, as well as for new situations

:; Lamb coined the teml nedion to account foe integrating -nodes on a network ofinterrelated language foans. The ~rm uOOg" for:
lnsW1ce forms an int:e.g!ating node to individual comPounds such as "lap dog, W1clerdog, puppy dog" and "hotdcg," to the
phonemes!cl/ and /-:Jg/ as well as to the conceptual category DCXi.
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and changing conditions. This is the case for both latent needs and established coaaections

whose strengths have been altered, ia response to new situations and changing conditions. It

will allow it to refine and otherwise alter concepts already present, to leam new lexical items, ete.

Accordiag to this hypothesis, the leamiag that occurs ia children is not fundamentally different

from that ,,-hich continues to occur throughout life, or until senile dementia sets ia, a condition

that evidently interferes with the recruitment of latent needs and the strengthening of latent

needs.

The implication of the above is that knowledge is interrelated in the mind of the learner. Disci-

plinary boundaries, to a Jarge extent are non-existent, making teaching more manageable. One

theory that deals with knowledge construction is construetivism.

Children viewing letters, words, and sentences often need help recognizing repeating patterns.

Many teaching techniques help children identifY patterns by making them more noticeable.

Printed instructional material uses colour, style, size, or font to make target pattems stand out

visua!ly from surroundiag letters or words. This highlighting technique can emphasise a pattem

as small as a single letter or as large as a group of sentences. In addition to locating pattems, it

can show relationships between text elements.

Seeing or heariag highlighted patterns supports the braia's recognition systems. Manipulating

patterns - buildiag them, changing them, and playing with them -- btings the strategic systems

into action. Collaboration between these systems is critical to learning. The skill-buildiag activi-

ties that engage the strategic systems provide essential support to the recognition systems, de-

veloping the solid, sure knowledge ofpatterns that eventually makes recognition automatic.

According to "'feyer & David 2000: http:((w,,'W.castorgfud!fiadex.cfm?i=18 mastering pat-

tem recognition requires persistent practice, especially by leamers who do not pick up patterns

readily. Appealing, meaniagful activities support learners' affective braia systems, and motivate
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them to engage in the necessary practice. Some educators draw patterns from learners' O\1;n

reading materials or written work, making practice more personal and meaningful

The interrelatedness of knowledge that I have described in this section demonstrates that in

principle all forms of learning are integrated on the same conceptual network in the minds of

learners. Particular disciplines, such as language study and communicarion, or information tech

nology and electronic communication, show a clear affinity for one another.

The educator's role in knowledge integration

Cheek 1992: ht:!J':llwww.towson.edu/csme/metp/Essavs/Constructivismtxt explains that

learners actively take knowledge, connect it to previously assimilated knowledge and make it

theirs by constructing their own intetpretation.

The role of the educator is to organise information around conceptual clusters of problems,

questions and discrepant situations in order to engage the learner's interest. Educators assist the

learners in developing new insigbts and connecting them with their previous learning. Ideas are

presented holistically as broad concepts and then broken down into parts. The activities are

learner centred and learners are encouraged to ask their O\1;n questions, carry out their O\1;n ex

periments, make their own analogies and come to their OV,TI conclusions.

The goal is for the learner to play an active role in assimilating knowledge onto his/her existing

mental framework. The ability of learners to apply their school-learned knowledge to the real

world is valued over memorising bits and pieces ofknowledge that may seem unrelated to thern.

Acquiring and applying knowledge in the way described above, does not only depend on con

ceptual processes, but on the role of communication as a cognitive tool during the social con

struction of meaning. To this effect the educator can use the fullowing basic forms of commu-

nieation.
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o Non-verbal communication

o Small group communication

o Public communication

o Organisational communication

o ~fass communication

o Digital electronic communication

Each form of communication is characterised by different communication codes. Small group

communication is as old as humanlcind itself. It consists of speech sounds, tone of voice fea

tures such as pitch, stress and tempo that combine to form auditory codes consisting of words

in utterances. A range of non-verbal communication codes such as facial e.xpressions, panto

mimes, body movement and proxemics augments such auditory codes. Because auditory aspects

and nonverbal aspeCts ofcommunication fOrm part ofanother thesis regmding the introduction

ofCommunication Science., I will not analyse them any further. It is important to note that they

however do figure in emerging forms ofelectronic communication such as video mail, Internet

based videoconferencing and the soon-to-be--deployed cell phone video telephony.

Electronic Communication in the classroom

On examining all the leanting areas I found that of digital electronic communication could be

used effectively in all the learning areas. Electronic communication has meant a transformation

in our culture that has significant implications fOr teaching and learning in higher education. As

our communities and our schools at every level move on line, educators are looking for ways

that new technologies can help learners learn biology, history, management, mathematics, ac

counting, art, engineering, philosophy, and'English.
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At the same time, educators are looking for applications that encourage learners to communi-

cate, think critically, and collaborat~o become literate, lifelong learners. Recognizing that

resources in education vary widely, ways to use and to share both the most ,,~dely ava.ilable,

most accessible, and most affordable electronic tools is emphasised. There are also some of

the technically compl"-,,, "-"Pensive forms of information technology that support instrucrion

in any discipline and across disciplinary boundaries. Included are word processors; electronic

mail; newsgroups; multi-user dimension object orientated environments (MOOs), and other

synchronous conferencing systems; multimedia development systems; and World Wide Weh

(\'\;'W\'\0-related applications.

The conceptual bases for writing and electronic communication have common origins: the use

ofwritten, oral, and visual language in ways that support learning as well as communication and

the use of interactive pedagogy that promotes active learning. Most early writing programs fol-

low the pioneering work in England ofJames Britton and Nancy Martin, who sought to estah-

lish programs on two of the primary functions ofwritten language:

o Writing to learn, in which the main goal of the writing is to help writers learn what they

are studying

o ""riting to communicate sometimes referred to as "learning to write," in which the main

goal of the writing is to help learners learn to communicate to others what they are

learning and what they have learned.

In theory and in practice, of course, these two functions often overlap in important ways

depending upon the pUlpose, audience, and context for writing, especially with electronic

writing.
Educators need to see the direct usefulness of these resources in their classroom in order to be

persuaded to make the time investment necessary to learn to navigate the Internet, fmd materi-
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als, and emplov them in the curriculum. It does take time initiallv to fumiliarise oneself ,,~th the, ,

workings of the Internet ""d a direct access is paramount in facilitv ofuse. Given the communi-

cative goal of teaching, however, educators cannot ignore the valuable electronic resources that

are now so readily aV'Jilable. The suggestions below will hopefully provide the impetus for fur-

ther investigation on the part ofthe reader.

LeLoup & Ponterio 1995:http:/hvww.cortland.edu/www/fteach/artides/nvscea.html states

that perhllps the most simplified use of the Internet is clirect communications ,,~th other col-

leagues through e-mail and membership on language lists. The information and clialogue en-

countered through participation in these forums can provide educators with a wealth of rnateri-

als, knowledge, ""d expertise that can be directly applied to their classroom The range of topics

is wide, from infurmation about learner trips and recommended sponsors to esoteric theoretical

discussions.

It is appropriate to take note at this stage that there is a bouquet ofwebsites that foster interac-

tive learning. One such example is laboratories or virtual physical science laboratories. These

laboratories allow learners to go online and perform experiments in a virtual em~ronment.

Accorcling to Bridges 2002: http:/(canada.com/news(stOl;y.as.p?id-{C04DC32E-C06D-4719

8QD3 9DB4FF792BCD, it is possible to do experiments from a laptop computer whilst resting

on an armchair. He IruJkes reference to the field of physics-based experiments. The technique

strives to create a virtual world consistently guided by the same physical laws that give order to

the real world

Vutualleaming such as vinual physics or virtual chemistry allows learners free reign to experi-

ment and learn without fear of causing catastrophic clisasters or incurring huge financial set-

backs in serting up real experiments. TIlls encourages learning whilst exc1ucling the principle of

•
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fear. Learning becomes an enjoyable event, which is a positive emotion that is associated ,,~th

learning.

A further benefit ofvirtualleaming is that pupils in rural areas, who do not have access to labo-

catones, can work in virtuallabocatones. The financial gains will be beneficial especially for the

poorer schools. This virtual climate is possible to create as indicated in my case study of the

Myeka School in chapter 6.

Social benefits ofElectromc Communication

Leloup & Ponterio 1995: http://www.cortland.edu/www/fteach/articles/nyscea.htrnl in order

to help prepare and train much of tomorrow's labour force, educational institutions will need to

be equipped with information technologies and communications networks that are integral to

these processes. Learners who do not learn to use computers and information technology in

schools will not be competitive in the job market.

With advanced information technology, South Africans not only can benefit economically but

also can enhance the overall quality of life. We can create a government that costs less and is

more responsive to public needs. We can improve the delivery of quality health care through

technologies that allow rural and remote communities to have access to specialists in urban

medical centres. We C2!l and should improve a<;cess to education for those in rural, remote, wd

disadvantaged areas.

Electronic communication provides opportunities for distance learning so that learners will be

able to communicate with educators and learners in other schools, as well as take courses that

are not ava:il:ilile in their communities. Linking schools to each other and to the best educational

resources 'W~ll help in providing industry ,,~th a well-trained l:iliour force. Educators ,vill find

that their job functions ,,~ expand, since they will need to become more creative in supple-

menting their curricula with multimedia technology.
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Besides helping to create a computer literate work force, information technology in the class-

room cm help level the playing field for leamers of different socio-economic backgrounds and

reduce the divide between information "haves" and "have nots." By having access to informa-

tion in voice, data, full-motion video, and/or multimedia format, learners can explore new ways

ofleaming and communicating.

Communication ofideas and infonnation

Parker et al 1998: 20 state that leamers understand and use visual images and symbolic forms,

such as numbers, musical notation, diagrams, graphs arid tabular information: for e.'{ample,

leamers may ask directions from someone; contribute appropriately to a discussion; describe an

experience using sign language; explain a mathematics operation to another learner, prepare a

chart which explains a scientific phenomenon; write a set of directions for using a machine;

write a letter requesting information from an organisation; explain why people vary their lan-

guage in different social situations; critically analyse the language in a newspaper article; or pre-

sent the findings ofa project on the Internet and call for comment.

Learners describe, reason, understand, interpret, justify and make predic-

tions

Parker et al 1998: 22 explain that learners describe and reason about patterns, structures and re-

larionships in order to understand, interpret, justifY and make predictions. One ofthe main ways

in which we make sense of the world is by observing similarities and connections between ob-

jects and events and making generalisations about them Learners recognise, describe, explain

and project patterns in a wide range of phenomena. They also classifY things, recognising, de-

veloping and using structures and forms.

The above-mentioned discussion of Parker et al clearly emphasises the importance of small

group communication (for instance conversation and brain stormiog). Public communication,
•
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such as making presentations or debating issues clearly demonstrates that adeptness at small

group communication and public communication are prerequisites fur learners to succeed in

classroom setrings.

Contribution to the global community

Parker et al 1998: 24 say that learners who interact with people and cultures other than their

own and are equipped to contnbute to the global community.

The Internet allows learners are able to communicate effectively ,,~th people from other cultural

groups and countries. They understand the relationship between language and its social and cul

tural contexts and the importance to all people of their own linguistic hetitage. They are able to

apply this knowledge to communicate effectively. They appreciate the common humanity of all

people and understand the interdependence of countries in many areas, including the environ

menral and economic spheres.

Individual and group work

Electronic communication fosters communication skills in children in that choice of associa

tions is not coloured by physical distracters or status. Parker et al 1998: 26 explain that learners

are self-motivated and confident in their approach to learning and are able to work individually

and collaboratively. Learners plan, reflect on and direct their own learning. \Vhen needed, they

seek help from adults, peers, and ptint resources and technology. They have available a range of

communication strategies to help them get started, work through, persist with and leam from

problems independently. They also recognise when collaboration will enhance their work. They

work well with others and contribute in various ways, sometimes leading and sometimes follow

ing, accepting, sharing, integrating or adapting ideas from others and building on various posi

tions flexibly and responsively.
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Recognition and sharing ofinformation

According to Parker et al1998: 211eamers recognise when and what information is needed, lo

cate and obtain it from a range of sources and evaluate, use and share it with others. Learners

frame and clarify questions, collect information, organise it and represent it in ways suited both

to the type of information and to their purposes. They analyse and interpret information, judge

its quality and decide ,,'hat conclusions or inferences might reasonably be drawn, taking into

account the element of chance involved in its collection: for example, learners may find out a

fact about an animal; search the Internet for information on the effeet ofa recent volcanic erup

tion on weather patterns; integrate information from several brochures to plan a trip; re

orgmtise data about favourite foods to answer new questions; investigate immunisation practices

in South Africa and prepare a poster to communicate conclusions to peers; produce statistics

and graphs to compare responses of learners and parents to a survey on the age of transition to

secondary school; review the evidence ins foreign newspaper article on; the impact of industry

on the environment; or use the Internet to work with and share information with learners in

other schools.

Learners can select, use and adapt technologies

Parker et al 1998: 22 continues to say that learners have the motivation and confidence to de

velop and use technological solutions to meet needs. They apply or operate a specific technol

ogy and choose between or integrate vatious technologies for a purpose. They adapt fawj]jar or

existing technologies to meet the demands of new tasks or situations. As confident and capable

users of a wide range of technological applications and processes, they critically appreciate the

consequences of technological innovation. They have the skills to acquire and evaluate informa

tion in order to take ethical advantage of technological change: for example, learners may use a

concept computer keyboard; word-process a document; design and make a stage lighting sys

tem; make an ethical judgement shoot th~ school's choice of using scheme or bore water, use a
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computer package to understand a science idea; make a skateboard tamp; produce a multimedia

presentation; or use a range of communication technologies to establish relationships with oth

ers outside the school.

Communication and collaboration

According to Sternberg 1998: 483 communication appears to be a key to success in relationships

of many kinds. On a close comparison of all the learning areas it is evident that leamers in all

areas ofleaming have to compose and make oral presentations as part of the social construction

of meaning. Learners use effective research and infocmation management skills, including locat

ing primacy and secondary sources of infocmation with traditional and emerging library tech

nologies while also reading and using a variety of methods to make sense of various kinds of

complex texts.

Packer et al 1998: 27 explain that while the eight learning areas have been identified, knowl

edge, skills, understandings, values and attitudes should be integrated across all learning areas.

Learners should be given frequent oppotrunity to see the connections between different areas

of knowledge. They should be encouraged to understand the contingency of any de division

of knowledge into learning areas, subjects or other categories, and to appreciate the intercon

neetedness of all knowledge and the indissoluble relationship between knowledge and values.

They should see learning areas and subjects as vehicles for understanding the world in which

they live. Their education should help them to see the content of their learning areas and sub

jects at work in their own lives and the world around them The holistic nature off human

learning and knowledge should be emphasised throughout learners' schooling.

Conclusion

I this chapter I have explained that all foCIDs of knowledge are integrated in the individual

mind Although disciplinary boundaries bist in school cumcula we know that the human mind
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organises and integrates knowledge when people learn. We can determine strategic alliances be

tween learning areas in school curricula because ofthe interrelatedness of forms ofknowledge.

While the eight learning areas have been identified, knowledge, skills, understanding<, values and

attitudes should be integrated across allleartting areas. Learners should be given frequent oppor

tunity to see the connections between different areas of knowledge. They should be encouraged

to understand the contingency of any division of knowledge into leartting areas, subjects or

other categories, and to appreciate the interconnectedness of all knowledge and the indissoluble

relationship between knowledge and values. They should see learning areas and subjects as vehi

cles fur understanding the world in which they live. Their education should help them to see the

content of their learning areas and subjects at work in their own lives and the world around

them. The holistic nature off human learning and knowledge should be emphasised throughout

learners' schooling.

Communication appears to be a key to success in relationships of many kinds. It is important

that learners realise that a common li:ame of mind is the pathway to the commuttication proc-

ess.

In the next chapter I will proposal a curriculum for teaching Electronic communication as part

ofa Communication Science curriculum in the Further Education and Training band.
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Cbapter 9

PROPOSALS FOR TE/'GlING ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION As PART OF A CO'.nn.JNICA

TION SCIfu'iCE CuRRICULUM IN 1HE FURTIIER EDUCATION "","1\10 TRAINING RA..c'iO

Preview

In this chapter I will propose a rurrirulum for electronic communication in the further educa

tion and training phase of school Comnmnication Science curricula. ",-lersham & Skinner 2001:

139(a) state that if we look carefully at how knowledge is created within an organisation, it be

comes obvious that it is closely connected with the forms and structures ofcommunication that

are in everyday use ,,~t:hin the organisation. From our studies of communication, we know that

in order to become shared knowledge, information has to be transmitted and understood. To

move from being tacit knowledge to explicit knowledge, it must be externalised first in some

kind of rnediwn.

Information society and knowledge management

Williams 1992: 339 believes that many have come to cUI ours the information society because of

the vast expansion ofinformation technologies in our lives. Ths expansion includes the applica

tion of these technologies - computers, satellites, videotape, compact disks, fibre optics, inte

grated circuits, artificial intelligence, and robotics - in the home, office, and public environ

ments. It has become imperative that people develop strategies to manage knowledge. Accord

ing to Mersham and Skinner 2001: 139(a), knowledge management has two main aspects to it

o The first is the technology aspect that concerns the technicalities of capturing, storing,

accessing and disseminating knowledge

•
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o The second is the human management aspect or how we encourage a knowledge

sharing culture within an organisation.

Restructuring ofthe curriculum

C2005 rev overview doc 2001: 19 states that the Revised National Curriculum Statement aims at

the development of a high level of knowledge and skills for all. This is part of the goal to

achieve social justice, equity and development. Social justice requires that those sections of the

population previously disempowered by the lack of knowledge and skills should now be em

powered by it. If social justice and equity are to be achieved, then the curriculum needs to be

structured and designed in such a way that all, and especially those with special needs and least

resources and skills, are empowered by it. Lack of adequate specification of requirements can

place those with minimal access to educational and other resources at a disadvantage.

The curriculum for Communication Science for teaching electronic Communication could in

clude the following:

o Conceptual framework for electronic communication

o Introduction to the digital age

o Characteristics of electronic comrIlll11ication

o Communication networks

o Theories ofelectronic communication

o Electronic communication

o The information age

o E-mail
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o Web browsing

o Electronic collaboration -cia inttanets and exttanets

o Web publishing versus print publishing

o The telecommunications infrastructure

o Internet Relay Chat

o Videoconferencing

o Maintaining Pre-existing Communities

o Satellite communication

o E-joumals

o Status and infonnation accessibility

o The information age comes to the assistance ofprimary health care

o Onhne auctions

o Smart cards

o Digital signatures

o The multilingnal Web

o The semantic web

o Music, youth and the digital revolution
,
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o Mones on the Internet

o The Internet and video

o Interactive advertising

o Interactive television

o What the digital future holds

o Developmental communication

o Development in electronic communication

o Communication - an agent for change

o Primary, Secondary and Tertiary Orality

o Emerging communication technologies

o Converging electronic communication technologies

o Electronic Communication: issues, prospects, and pitfalls

o A Transition from Face-to-face to computer-to-computer communication

o Building Virtual Communities

o Organisational and Entrepreneurial Communication

o Enterprise resource planning

o Customer relationship management
•
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o -'Iarketing and promoting a website

o Technology and business services integration

o E-banking

o Modes ofelectronic payment on the Internet

o Educational communication

o Knowledge management in the information age

o E-Ieaming in virtual classrooms

o Virtual Libraries

o Electronic research

o Educational research facilities on the Internet

o The intemet and governance

o Legal issues in the digital media

o E-govemment

o Legislation and Internet content

Electronic Communication as part of Communication Science curriculum squarely forms part

of the imperative that learning programmes should be firmed in the direction of Science and

technology by filling the yet unexplored no mans land between the humanities and natural sa-

ence.
•
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Conclusion

In this chapter I proposed a curriculum for teaching Electronic Comrmmication as part of a

Communication Science curriculum in the FET phase. The curriculum has been engineered to

focus on the South African scenario of OBE and is based on suggestions, which I had made

concerning curriculum and syllabus planning in earlier chapters. It is envisaged that the above

curriculum ,,,,ill create a field of study that will adequately prepare indi,~duals for the 21" century

where people have become technologically active. It will equip learners to enter vocations ",~th

confidence since they are corning to grips with current trends in society. Learners will be able to

focus on the impact that digital electronic communication has on the way we live and work.

In the next chapter I will summarise my finding of this thesis and provide recommendations.

•
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Chapter 10

CONCLUSIONS fu'lD RECOMMENDATIONS

Preview

In this chapter I "ill present my conclusions and recommendations concerning the role ofElec-

tronic Communication as part of a secondary school Communication Science curriculum in the

Language, Literacy and Communication Learning area of the Further Education and Training

band.

In my thesis I identified five problems and show how the acquisition ofa range of communica-

tion skills by the educator and learner "ill contribute to resolving the problems and how the

introduction of Communication Science as a formal subject within the Language, Literacy and

Communication area of the Further Education and Training band could help resolve some of

the problems that I identified.

Summary

Since its introduction in 1996, OBE in South Africa has remained stuck on the web curriculum

design. Consequently, little has been done regarding other essential aspects of education reform

that are required for OBE to succeed An important issue is inattention among educators and

educationists regarding the range of sophisticated communication skills that educators as well as

learners must be in command of for OBE to succeed. Besides identifYing such communication

skills, I also presented cogent arguments why Communication Science should be formalised as a

school subject in the Further Education and Training band to equip learners with the cognitive

and communication skills that they require as responsible citizens in their work places or in the

pursuit 0 f further studies in higher education.
•
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In chapter 1, I provided a briefoutline of the structure of this thesis.

In chapter 2, I stated the problems to be investigated and I motivated why it is important to fo

cus on Communication Science in an Outcomes-Based Education (OBE) environment. I out

lined the nature and stated the value 0 f my research with regard to giving expression to the

communicative principles underlying OBE and specifically the benefits of Electronic Commu

nication in the Further Education and Training band of the school curricula.

In chapter 3, I defined and discussed the key elements of the communication process in elec

tronic communication in an envisaged Communication Science curriculum for the Further Edu-

cation and Training (FE!) band of Curriculum 2005. I briefly discussed the revised national cur

riculum statement and the role of OBE in the classroom.

In chapter 4, I traced the development of Electronic Communication and its impact on society.

I focused on current issues such as interactiu!y and crmtrrgena' of new communication technolo

gies. I have illustrated how digital communication overcame constraints relating to distance and

time.

In chapter 5, I presenterl an argument for including Electronic Communication in the Further

Education and Training band of a Communication Science curriculum. I examined issues such

as the diminishing demand for the study ofgrammar and literature among learners and breaking

cultural, geographical and time barriers ,,~th Electronic Communication. I included a case study

to show the real impact of Electronic Communication on how we live and work in order to jus-

tiEy that Electronic Communication has to be taught and learnt in our schools. This chapter

demonstrates that Electronic Communication has a positive impact on all spheres of life and as

such, its implementation in the FET band of the Communication Science curricula will ensure

that learners are adequately prepared to enter the vocational world ,,~th the necessary confi-

•
dence and skills.
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In chapter 6, I examined the state of Electronic Communication in South African schools. Is-

sues such as the rurnl-uman divide in South African education and effurts to g10balise South

Africa were examined. I examined key issues such as me role of Government Communication

Information System (GSIS) in reaching rurnl communiries. I discussed initiatives taken by the

Ugandan and Indian governments to g10balise their countries. With he l\fyeka case study, and

the Te1kom Foundation initiative I demonstrated that electronic communication is within reach

of even the remotest rurnl schools.

In chapter 7, I examined the role of Communication in Outcomes-Based Education.

In chapter 8, I examined the benefits of Communication Science to subjects in other learning

areas. I explained that all forms ofknowledge are integrated in the individual mind. I stated that

although disciplinary bmmdaries exist in school cutricula we know that the human mind organ-

ises and integrates knowledge when people learn. I emphasised the educators' role in knowledge

construction, the socia1 benefits of Electronic Communication and recognising and sharing of

infurmation. I further stated that the holistic nature off human learning and knowledge should

be emphasised throughout learners' schooling.

In chapter 9, I proposed a curriculum that could be used for teaching Electronic Communica-

tion as part of Communication Science in the Further Education and Training band of the

school curriculum TIlls curriculum would create a field of study that would adequately prepare

individuals fur the 21~ century where people have become technologically active. It would equip

learners to enter vocations ,,~th confidence since they are coming to grips v.~th current trends in

society.

In this, the final chapter of my thesis I present the conclusions of my research and make rec-

ommendations ,,~th regard to the development of Electronic Communication as part of a sec-

ondary school Communication Science curriculum in the Further Education and Training band.
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TIlls thesis stresses the impact that Electronic Communication has on all spheres of life and as

such, its implementation in the FET band of the Comnmnication Science curricula "ill ensure

that learners are adequately prepared to enter the vocational world "ith the necessary confi-

dence and skills.

It is necessary for leamers to develop competencies for participation in an infonnation society,

for the job sIcills ofa global economy, for lifelong learning, and for personal pleasure. Exposure

to, fumiliatity with, and regular use of information on the Internet are paramount to learners'

and educators' professional development. Electronic Communication has modified 21" Century

learning. I have effectively demonstrated that the diminishing demand for the study of grammar

and literature among learners needs to be supplemented by the relevant science of comnmnica-

tion.

As the evolution to a knowledge-based economy accelerates, learners must have access to

communication and information technologies in the classrooIIL \1\'tthout these tools, learners

will lack the indispensable communication skills to participate in a digital world. Deploying

computers in classrooms and connecting them to the Internet will augment the learning process

by providing learners and educators "ith access to information and teaching resources from

around the world

The brunt of electronic communication on language training has transformed the way we write

and communicate. Electronic Communication Can facilitate amalgamation of other school sub-

jects "ith language learning. Educators can coalesce the study of language with current events,

history, politics, and geography using Communication Science as the effective link amid leam-

mg areas.

The case study of "Hirt & Carter" was used to demonstrate how Electronic Communication

has altered the way in which we work. The case study effectively highlights how Electronic
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Communication can surpass barriers of time and expanse. The case study has also been incor

porated to reveal the need to equip learners in the FEr phase with real life skills.

With advances in information technology, we not only can benefit economically but also can

enhance the overall quality of life. We can create a government that costs less and is more re

sponsive to public needs. We can improve the delivery of quality health care through technolo

gies that allow rural and remote communities to have access to specialists in mban medical cen

tres. \Ve can and should improve access to education for those in rural, remote, and disadvan

taged areas because no child should be deptived ofequitable opportunities for education.

In order to help prepare and train much of tomorrow's labour fOrce, educational institutions will

need to be equipped ,,~th information technologies and communications networks that are inte

gral to these processes. The availshility if Communication Science in the further education and

training band of the school curricula will create awareness within the learner of factors that con

tributes to success in life vocations. Electronic Communications relate to life skills orientations

will have a worldview of vocation structures available to them Communication is shout skills.

Learners who do not learn to use computers and information technology in schools ,,~ not be

competitive in the job market.

Recommendations

1. Besides explaining concepts and administration procedures that relate to OBE, the De

partment of Education must take the initiative in providing in-service training for teach

ers with regard to teaching strategies that are relevant to OBE. OBE cannot sun~ve on

traditional styles of teaching. Motivational Learning needs to be entrenched as a power

ful in OBE. In this light it is recommended that the theory of Constructivism be part of

teacher training OBE.

•
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2. Communication Science should be formally included as a discipline in the Language,

literacy & Communication Learning area in the Further Education & Training band

3. Because one can in principle communicate in any language, research needs to be done

on the languages in which the envisaged new Communication Science curricula could be

offered, and how the learning materials and methodology for construcring the learning

material and translating to indigenous language could be implemented.

4. Retraining of educators for Communication Science should be examined in relation to

at risk subjects such as the phasing out of Afrikaans in certain schools. Teachers af-

fected by such phasing out initiatives should be given the option of being retrained to

offer Communication Science.

5. A course focusing on the methodology of teaching Communication Science should be

included in teacher training diploma curricula.

6. Prospective Communication Science teachers should be allowed to do a Bachelor's level

degree in Communication Science, Media Studies or Communication Studies as qualifi-

cation to teach Communication Science in the PET band, pro,-ided that they also have a

teacher-training diploma. New teachers who will want to teach Communication Science

at senior level should be given the opportunity to study the subject up to third year level.

7. Electronic Communication should form part of such a Communication Science curricu-

!urn, also in rural schools to help overcome the negative impact of the digital divide on

South African rural communities.

8. A broad policy should be developed the role of electronic communication that inte-

grates information gathering and distribution across schools.

•
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Conclusion

There are distinct obstacles to implementing the dramatic chmges our educational system

needs. The first is the systemic lack ofawareness of the appropriate uses of electronic commu-

nication in our schools today. There is a long historical precedent for this lack of knowledge.

The classroom has traditionally been the last institutional space in our society to be penetrated

by any new electronic communication, be it calculators, VCRs, or computers. This is partially

the result of limited budgets, and partially the result of limited experience on the part of educa-

tors md administrators - it is difficult to conceive of pedagogically sound ways to apply elec-

tronic communication when you are not familiar with it. Similady, our teacher's colleges md

institutions ofhigher education have not made it a priority to reflect on the pedagogical poten-

tial of electronic communication when teachers are trained. The normative tendency in educa-

tion has been, unfortunately, to treat computers md other electronic communication as add-on.

The result of this practice is that computers become little more thm "electronic workbooks,"

beating an awkward md peripheral relationship to an otherwise unchmged curriculum.

In order to incorporate electronic communication more fully into the classroom, several

changes are needed. Teachers must be provided with the time and support to explore electronic

communication on their own. Administrators Illlist provide the time ands pace for teachers,

who now suffer from larger classes and more responsibility than ever, to take a break from

teaching to start learning. Teachers Illlist be treated like the professionals they are. Teacher crea-

tivity is a powerful force for positive educational change, but it can thrive only if it is unleashed

and supported by strong institutional commitments.

The introduction of electronic communication as part of a Communication Science curriculum

in the Further Education and Training bmd w~lI contribute towards resolving some of the sys-

terruc problems that! have pointed out in the preceding paragraphs.
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